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Main Event Wedding Show

Following on from the roaring success of the Chelmsford City Racecourse wedding 
show’s debut event in spring, wedding fair organiser Main Event Wedding Shows Ltd 
will be hosting a two-day show at the races from 3rd to 4th September, 2016. 

 NUMBER CRUNCHING 
The organisers’ first, free-entry show at Chelmsford City Racecourse in March this 
year opened its doors to 1,500 visitors – including more than 500 brides! Fortunately 
Main Event Wedding Shows Ltd’s wealth of experience in the wedding industry, 
combined with 150 of the best suppliers from Essex and beyond, ensured that a fun 
and productive day of business and wedding planning was had by all involved.

 DOUBLE THE FUN 
After drawing such an impressive crowd to the racecourse last time, it was decided 
that this September’s Main Event Chelmsford City Racecourse Wedding Show – 
which will be sponsored by Coo Jewellers and SPJ Events – will be a two-day affair, 
and there are even plans to erect a marquee to create extra space for additional 
suppliers and in-show events.

 GLOWING REVIEWS 
It was a great day of business for the many wedding suppliers at last season’s show – 
with many confirming their attendance in September as a result. Here’s what some of 
them had to say about the experience…

“We just wanted to congratulate you all on the superb wedding fair yesterday at 
Chelmsford City Racecourse. A great venue, and it was obvious that a lot of hard work had 
gone into the planning and promotion of the event. Well done.”
Mike and Glen, Orange Street Photography

Attend one of the biggest wedding shows in Essex 
for suppliers, venues and fantastic offers

A day at the 
RACES

Chelmsford City Show.indd   6 21/07/2016   20:36



7AUTUMN 2016

“I want to congratulate you on a very well-run event... The number of brides on the day 
was beyond my expectation. From the moment the doors opened to the end of the day, my 
colleague and I were continuously kept busy. I had lots of strong enquiries for both venues 
at the Channels Estate, The Essex Barn at Channels and The Courtyard Suite at Little 
Channels. I will certainly be booking a stall for the next event and would imagine all 
suppliers who attended last week will do the same.”
Paul East, Channels and Little Channels

“I just wanted to say a HUGE congratulations for a very well organised and packed event 
at Chelmsford Race Course. I’ve supported Main Event Wedding Shows for the last two 
years as it’s professional, always creates a great atmosphere and has amazing staff on hand 
to assist visitors and exhibitors at all times. Working in the wedding industry is a whole 
lot easier and hassle-free when you’re working with a team that actually care about the 
business. Thanks and well done!”
Sam Garner, Stock Florist 

“Congratulations on a really cracking show. We thought there was a great turn out, and 
hopefully some of those we spoke to will convert into leads.”
Naomi, Premier Crew Hospitality

“Just wanted to say a big thank you and congratulations to you all on the outstanding 
Main Event Wedding Show you produced yesterday at Chelmsford City Racecourse! As an 
exhibitor I was thrilled at not only the attendance of bride- and grooms-to-be, but just 
how well the whole show had been organised – it really was lovely to see people engaging 
with the exhibitors and then staying to enjoy food and drinks – basically making a day out 
of it! A brilliant day had by all. It couldn’t have been any better.”
Ed, Heavenly Petals

 ALL UNDER ONE ROOF 
As one of the largest wedding shows in the county, it will boast more than 49 
categories of suppliers. From flowers to stationers and dressmakers to transport, you’ll 
find everything to make your big day perfect in one place – and unlike other wedding 
shows, which are often hosted by wedding venues, you’ll be presented with a myriad 
of venue options to investigate before you book your big day. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01245 895 470, email info@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk or visit www.mainweddingsandevents.co.uk 
    Main Event Wedding Shows Ltd incorporating Absolute Bridal Magazine
    @TheMainEventUK
    @maineventweddingshows
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8 ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

Autumn shows 2016

ESSEX

Entertainment - lighting - decor  
www.spjuk.com

Sponsored by

www.coojewellers.com

ALL SHOWS RUN FROM 11AM - 3.00 PM 
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED

www.paul-hubbard.co.uk

MAIN EVENT CHELMSFORD 
CITY RACECOURSE
SATURDAY 3RD & SUNDAY 4TH 
SEPTEMBER 11AM – 4PM
Chelmsford City Racecourse, 
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 1QP 

HOUCHINS
SUNDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER
Houchins Farm, 
Coggeshall, Colchester, 
Essex, CO6 1RT

HALLMARK PRINCE 
REGENT HOTEL
SUNDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER
Manor Road, Chigwell, 
London, IG8 8AE

HYLANDS HOUSE
SUNDAY 25TH SEPTEMBER
Hylands Park, London 
Road, Chelmsford, 
Essex CM2 8WQ

GREENWOODS HOTEL 
& SPA
SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER
Stock Road, Billericay, 
Essex, CM4 9BE

GILWELL PARK
SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER
Bury Road, Chingford, 
East London E4 7QW

COLVILLE HALL
SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER
Chelmsford Road, White Roding, 
Essex, CM6 1RQ

PONTLANDS PARK
SUNDAY 9TH OCTOBER
West Hanningfield Road, 
Great Baddow, Chelmsford, 
Essex CM2 8HR

THAT AMAZING PLACE
SUNDAY 9TH OCTOBER 
12– 4PM
Hubbards Hall Drive, off 
Churchgate Street, Old Harlow, 
Essex CM17 0NH

THE REID ROOMS
SUNDAY 16TH OCTOBER
Marks Hall Lane, 
Margaret Roding, 
Chelmsford, Essex CM6 1QT

VAULTY MANOR 
SUNDAY 16TH OCTOBER
Goldhanger Rd, 
Heybridge, 
Maldon CM9 8BQ

IVY HILL HOTEL
SUNDAY 23RD OCTOBER
Writtle Road, 
Margaretting, Chelmsford, 
Essex, CM4 0EH

CHANNELS GOLF CLUB
SUNDAY 30TH OCTOBER
Pratts Farm Lane East, 
Little Waltham, Chelmsford, 
Essex CM3 3PT

FASHION SHOW AT 12PM & 2PM

Showpages 6/7.indd   8 21/07/2016   20:42
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Shows

AUTUMN 2016

COLTSFOOT COUNTRY 
RETREAT 
SUNDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER
Coltsfoot Ln, Datchworth, 
Hertfordshire SG3 6SB 

HANBURY MANOR
SUNDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER   
A Marriott Hotel & 
Country Club, Ware, 
Herts SG12 0SD

BROCKET HALL GOLF & 
COUNTRY CLUB 
SUNDAY 16TH OCTOBER
Welwyn, Hertfordshire AL8 7XG

GREAT HALLINGBURY MANOR
SUNDAY 23RD OCTOBER
Great Hallingbury, Bishop’s 
Stortford, Herts CM22 7TJ

 

LYMPNE CASTLE
SUNDAY 11TH SEPTEMBER
The St, Lympne, 
Kent CT21 4LQ

ONE WARWICK PARK HOTEL 
SUNDAY 25TH SEPTEMBER
One Warwick Park, Royal Tunbridge 
Wells, Kent, TN2 5TA

Pre-register online to receive free entry and your copy of 
absolute bridal magazine

If you are a supplier and are interested in exhibiting please 
contact our office for availability on 01245 895470

KENT

Autumn shows 2016

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER!  @THEMAINEVENTUK LIKE OUR FACEBOOK PAGE –
MAIN EVENT WEDDINGS SHOWS LTD
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on a real last 
minute wedding.
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SAVE THE 
DATE!

Don’t miss one of 
the largest wedding 

shows in Essex! Main 
Event Chelmsford 

City Racecourse 
Wedding Show 

13th March.
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T: 01245 895470 E: INFO@MAINWEDDINGSANDEVENTS.CO.UK 
W: WWW.MAINWEDDINGSANDEVENTS.CO.UK

HERTFORDSHIRE SALOMONS ESTATE
SUNDAY 2ND OCTOBER
Salomons Estate, Broomhill Road, 
Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, 
Kent TN3 0TG

THE HOP FARM
SUNDAY 9TH OCTOBER
Maidstone Rd, Paddock Wood, 
Tonbridge, Kent TN12 6PY

WESTENHANGER CASTLE
SUNDAY 16TH OCTOBER
Westenhanger Castle, 
Stone Street, Westenhanger, 
Hythe, Kent, CT21 4HX 

TUDOR PARK A MARRIOTT 
HOTEL & COUNTRY CLUB 
SUNDAY 30TH OCTOBER
Ashford Road, Bearsted, Kent, 
ME14 4NQ
 

SPROWSTON MANOR 
MARRIOTT HOTEL 
& COUNTRY CLUB
SUNDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER
Wroxham Road, Norwich, 
Norfolk NR7 8RP

NORFOLK

FASHION SHOW AT 12PM & 2PM

Showpages 6/7.indd   9 17/07/2016   11:24



This issue front cover by Simply photographic
Please check out our brand new website

INFORMAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY 
BY PATRICK & ANNA JUDSON

07976 90 44 92
Patrick@simplyphotographic.co.uk

www.simplyphotographic.co.uk
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BESPOKE JEWELLERS

Jewellers Limited

Mitchells is a unique 

and beautiful family run 

jewellers. Our bespoke design 

service is second to none 

and with our relaxed and 

informal approach we aim to 

make your special purchase 

a very memorable experience. 

However, if bespoke is not 

for you, then we hold in 

stock a large range of 

beautiful jewellery, with 

everything from silver to 

platinum and diamonds. We 

also stock a large range 

of diamond engagement 

rings and wedding rings 

which come with a free re-

sizing service, should you 

require it. We also offer 

a large range of gifts for 

bridesmaids and the best 

man at affordable prices. 

So whatever your budget or 

your requirements, we are 

certain that our family run 

jewellers will be the only 

place you will need to visit.

01621 859 969

E:enquiries@mitchellsjewellers.com

www.mitchellsjewellers.co.uk

011_AB23.indd   1 21/07/2016   20:16
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From the Editor MEET the team

ANNE MCFARLANE 

Editor
SARAH MCLEAN 

Office Manager 
- Advertising & 

wedding show sales
CORINNE HICKS 
Administration

HANNAH FAULDER

Advertising and 
wedding show sales

 CATHARINE GOYETTE

Advertising and 
wedding show sales

 RACHEL BRAY

Accounts Executive
JOY HAY 

Credit Control
CEYLAN MEHMET

Social Media/
Sales Executive

VANESSA CHALLIS 
Director - Absolute 

Bridal & Main Event 

Wedding Shows Ltd

LINDA GRANT
Director - Absolute 

Bridal & Main Event 

Wedding Shows Ltd 

Autumn is just around the corner, which in terms of weddings 
means we see less sun-soaked al fresco nuptials and more 
homely barn-storming celebrations, with plenty of rustic-

chic trimmings. However, if you see yourself as more of a summer 
or winter bride, I recommend you take a look at our real wedding 
couples, as they all embraced the seasonal qualities of their chosen 
big day. We particularly loved Catherine and Joe’s giant garden 
games, Jessica and Victor’s pastel-hued vows and Sophie and Jon’s 
scenic couple shots in the winter sun.
In preparation for the nippier weather for the months ahead, we’ve 
rounded up fashion options that embody the sparkle and drama of 
a winter celebration, alongside the chicest bridal footwear of the 
moment. And we haven’t forgotten brides with a budget, bringing 
you the very best from ASOS’s fabulous yet purse-friendly wedding 
dress collection. The men are catered for as well, with dapper 
three-piece suits and a round-up of watches – possibly the most 
essential item a groom can have on his big day!
I was lucky enough to speak to industry experts, including speech 
coach, Emma Hunter and Pauline Edwards of PED Events. Listening 
to Emma’s supportive suggestions and Pauline’s career anecdotes 
made me realise that - from the theme right through to the top 
table toasts – it’s the sentiment that counts. So heed the advice 
of the insiders and let the qualities that make your relationship so 
special be the focus of your big day.

Wishing you all the very best,

editorial@mainweddingsandevents.co.uk

To keep up to date with all things wedding-related, connect with us on       
      Twitter at @TheMainEvent, and join us on       Facebook via the Main 
Event Wedding Shows page.

COVER PHOTO BY 
SIMPLY PHOTOGRAPHIC 
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
www.simplyphotographic.co.uk
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Kent's newest wedding venue
A much loved and historic Kent garden has been fully restored and reopened as a 
wedding and events venue this spring.
The Gardens, formally known as Yalding Organic Gardens, a 12.5-acre site on the 
edge of Yalding, Kent, has been fully restored more than five years after it was closed.
The Gardens will be available for weddings, events and also open to the public on 
certain days. Visitors will once again be able to enjoy the beautiful gardens, divided 
into 16 distinct areas.
The new owners, Rod and Nicki Clark, bought the site in 2013 and have made 
a significant investment to restore and replant the gardens, following the original 
planting guidelines and with one of the original gardeners on hand to give advice to 
the team.
The contemporary barn has also been restored and two bespoke interlinked Tipi’s 
erected, to provide a unique and flexible space for entertaining and dining. It’s now a 
fantastic new venue for civil ceremonies and events, which will help create a number 
of new jobs and provide a sustainable business model to ensure The Garden’s long 
term survival.
The production areas of The Gardens will also help provide fresh produce for the 
catering team, as well as a stunning and ever-changing backdrop for the perfect 
big-day photographs.
The Gardens’ different areas demonstrate planting styles through different ages, 
including a Medieval garden, Tudor garden, 19th century cottage garden, Victorian 
garden and an Edwardian garden originally inspired by the style of Gertrude Jekyll. 
There’s also an area of orchards and a large fruit garden planted with a number 
of varieties including apples, pears, cherries, nectarines, tayberries, blackberries, 
raspberries and kiwi, cementing Kent’s long heritage as the garden of England.
Discover more at www.thegardensyalding.co.uk

NEWS.indd   12 21/07/2016   20:46
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News
 TOP OF THE POPS

A survey of 2,235 UK adults, carried out by One4all, 
www.one4allgiftcard.co.uk, the Post Office gift card, revealed 
the UK’s favourite celebrity weddings.
And despite the allure of the glitz and glamour of celebrity 
weddings, it would seem it’s the more traditional, regal big-
days enjoyed by the royals that are influencing other British 
newlyweds planning their nuptials. In fact, the over-the-top 
marriage between Kim Kardashian and rapper Kanye West failed 
to make the top 10.
One4all’s Marketing Manager Aoife Davey, said of the results: 
“It’s been five years since two-billion people tuned in to see 
the royals wed, and although it was far from reality for most, it’s 
refreshing to see that aspirational couples are building in the 
more modest, traditional aspects from royal weddings rather 
than the decadence of A-list nuptials and applying it to their 
own special day.”
Here are the chart-topping couples:
1. Prince Williams and Kate Middleton
2. Prince Charles and Diana Spencer
3. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie
4. David Beckham and Victoria Adams
5. Andy Murray and Kim Sears
6. Prince Andrew and Sarah Ferguson
7. George Clooney and Amal Alamuddin
8. Declan Donnelly and Ali Astall
9. Tom Cruise and Katie Holmes
10.  Peter Andre and Katie Price

Bridalwear expert Alyson Christie, owner of former well-known bridal 
boutique Satin & Lace Bridal Lounge, which has had homes in Hornchurch 
and Billericay, has turned her focus to the all-important bridal veil.
With more than 15 years’ experience in the industry, Alyson is also the brains 
behind Veils by Christie, which has been providing brides with stunning veils 
for the last 10 years.
Whether you want a bespoke design handmade, or an heirloom veil adapted 
as your something old or borrowed, Veils by Christie is an essential bridal 
label for you.
All veils are created to each bride’s specification, meaning individual looks 
can be achieved. For further information or to arrange a free consultation, 
call 07711 328 257 or visit www.veilsbychristie.co.uk

Those looking for a rustic setting for their big day will be pleased 
to know that a brand new venue is on its way later this year. 
The Barn at Alswick is being restored as we speak. It’s nestled 
within the historic grounds of Alswick Hall and surrounded by 
beautifully maintained gardens. The spacious courtyard directly 
outside provides the perfect setting for reception drinks and the 
tranquil rose garden, ancient trees and formal lawns provide a 
peaceful retreat for intimate big-day snaps. From the swathes 
of daffodils and spring blossom to the herbaceous border and 
dramatic autumnal colours the gardens provide countless photo 
opportunities throughout the year.
The team restoring the barn has harnessed and preserved the 
original oak beams within the interior. The ancient ceilings and 
walls form an attractive feature giving an elegant reminder of the 
long history of the building.
As well as the long barn function space, the venue will also boast 
a bridal dressing room, boardroom and café and will cater for 
celebrations of up to 200 guests. 
To find out more about this stunning venue, visit the website
www.thebarnatalswick.co.uk

Entertain the kids at their first wedding
Are you having a children-friendly big day, or have young 
flowergirls and bridesmaids who are feeling a little nervous about 
the wedding ceremony? Then why not invest in a few copies of 
My Day at a Wedding Activity and Sticker Book? Featuring bright, 

colourful illustrations and more than 350 
glossy stickers, it’ll provide hours of fun 
for the kids in between the ceremony 
and reception, and will help your little 
attendants understand the excitement 
of the day. They can colour in the 
bride’s dress, decorate the bridesmaids’ 
hair, spot the difference between two 
wedding cakes and much more!
Available in bookshops nationwide, the 
book retails for £4.99. 

Biscuiteers Baking Company, 
www.biscuiteers.com 

COMING SOON: 
THE BARN AT ALSWICK

UNVEILING CHRISTIE

NEWS.indd   13 17/07/2016   11:27



DOVE BARN. WELL HIDDEN, WORTH FINDING.
t: 01787 210007       w: dovebarn.com

COLVILLE HALL

Colville Hall dates back to the 14th Century, offering barns and 
outside space for a unique and bespoke approach to weddings in 
Essex and Hertfordshire. The hall sits in the centre of a large group of 
grade 1 and 2 listed barns, one of which is a Court House, formally 

used to house weddings in the Tudor period. Colville Hall sits in 10 
acres of formal gardens, along with 14 acres of ancient woodland – 
our formal gardens have some of the oldest ancient monuments in 
Essex and Hertfordshire, ideal for those special photographs.

www.facebook.com/colvillehallweddingvenue twitter.com/ColvilleHallWed

Phone: 01462 420751, Colville Hall, Chelmsford Road, White Roding Essex, CM6 1RQ 

www.colvillehallwedding.co.uk
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As the winter chill approaches, it’s time to embrace fuller 
skirts, rich lace sleeves and a touch of sparkle

Bella by Galia Lahav, www.galialahav.com 

AUTUMN 2016

Baby, it’s cold 
OUTSIDE

Winter Bridal.indd   15 17/07/2016   11:30
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Agatha by Charlotte Balbier
www.charlottebalbier.com 

 Ellis Bridal 2017 collection
www.ellisbridals.co.uk

Verona by Stephanie Allin
www.stephanieallin.net

Fashion
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Anything but ordinary!

E: sarah@sarah-day.co.uk 
T: 07597829566  01206 867531 

 www.sarah-day.co.uk

 Based in Colchester 

SARAH-DAY.CO.UK
Designer and maker of Bespoke Bridal Wear,

Clothing and Accessories

Special Occasions is a family run 
business with an extensive range of:

 Bridal gowns
 Bridesmaids dresses

 Bridal accessories
We will not be beaten on price and 

there is no need for 
an appointment

Special Occasions
1-2 Kings Parade, King Street,

Stanford-le-Hope, Essex, SS17 OHR
01375 361058

www.essexwedding.org  
Special Occasions Bridal Essex

017_AB23.indd   17 17/07/2016   16:02
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Lilianna dress with Lucerne 
shrug by Stephanie Allin

www.stephanieallin.net

 Honor by Sassi Holford
www.sassiholford.com

Olympia by Hazaar of London
www.hazaaroflondon.com

Fashion

Prairie Rose by Claire Pettibone
www.clairepettibone.com

Winter Bridal.indd   18 17/07/2016   11:30



tel: 07984 986922  
email: info@essexbridaloutlet.co.uk

www.essexbridaloutlet.co.uk

Stunning Bridal Wear at outlet prices. 
Up to 70% off RRP New, Ex-sample 

and overstock dresses and accessories.

10% off Outlet 
prices with 
this advert. 

(Exclusions apply, 
Expires 

30/07/2017)

01371 871500
www.christinesoccasionwear.co.uk

Christines-Occasion-Wear

Christine’s 
Occasion Wear

Martels Events Village, High Easter Road,
Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

Beautiful Clothes for all occasions.

Expert alteration service available to ensure 
your purchase is the perfect fi t.

Stunning outfi ts 
and co-ordinating 

accessories for 
Mother of the Bride 
and Groom and all 

other occasions 
and Events

Zeila
Cabotine

Dress Code
Ispirato

8 - 26
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Autumn/winter 2016 collection 
by Ester Haute Couture
www.esterhautecouture.com

Tiana by Savin London
www.savinlondon.com

Lupita by Muscat Bridal
www.muscatbridal.com

Fashion
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choose from in spacious surroundings you can move freely 
and see the full beauty of every gown. 
Sample gowns in many sizes to try so don’t be afraid to visit 

Also, for the groom, with suits from the award winning 
Cameron Ross.

Designers such as: 
Maggie Sottero
Martina Liana
Essense
Stella York
Sottero & Midgley

and for bridesmaids
Sorella Vita
Ebony Rose
Dessy

38-40 Gabriels Hill, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6JJ | 01622 755090
www.weddingdresses.uk.com
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Tiara & Tails Bridal Boutique off ers a spacious private bridal fi tting suite and ensures every bride receives a 
personal service, so be it, timeless elegance, designer chic, traditional or the fairytale gown. Th e boutique also 

has a wonderful collection of Tiaras, Veils, Shoes, Flowergirls and Bridesmaids dresses plus lots more. 

398 Hythe Road, Ashford, Kent TN24 0QL
Telephone: 01233 610100

Website: www.tiaraandtails.co.uk  Email: info@tiaraandtails.co.uk

THE BOUTIQUE OFFERS A STUNNING COLLECTION OF CURVY BRIDAL GOWNS

...where the fairytale begins.

Shop Online or Call to visit our private showroom
STRICTLY APPOINTMENT ONLY

Enquiries: 01622 721252 Appointments: 07833 102541
Showroom: 2 Banky Meadow, Barming, 

Maidstone, Kent. ME16 9JX
Info@magpieaccessories.co.uk 
www.magpieaccessories.co.uk

Winner of the Kent Wedding Awards 2012 -2013

The Finest Tiaras, Jewellery & Bridal AccessoriesQUEENIES
LO N D O N

Stunning tiaras 
Elegant headpieces 
Beautiful jewellery 

For fabulous brides with style.

View our exquisite collection at 

www.queenieslondon.com

Exhibiting at shows throughout 2016. 
Please visit the website for full details.
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Maggie Sottero    Sottero & Midgley    Justin Alexander

01303 850 735
www.weddingworldkent.co.uk

36 Guildhall Street, Folkestone, Kent, CT20 1EE

Bridal Gowns      Bridesmaids      Veils      Mens Formal Hire

Wedding World_FPA_AB23.indd   1 21/07/2016   20:17



 WEDDING WORLD, KENT 
Carol Whitehouse reveals how talking to brides about their 

experiences inspired her to offer a service that’s second to none

When and why did you open your boutique?
In my earlier career I was a make-up artist and hairdresser and I’d often speak 
to brides while doing their make-up. Time and time again, they would often 
mention that their buying experience wasn’t always what they had envisaged. 
The main issue being that they couldn’t find a bridal shop that would offer 
the aftercare that they needed, with regards to alterations and extra fittings, 
bridesmaids’ fittings and men’s formal hire. 
From my previous experience as a retailer and having spent more than 25 years 
in the beauty industry, I made a decision that I was going to open a bridal shop. 
I told my husband, who has always been very supportive of my ventures, and we 
started turning our pine and cane furniture shop – which we’d run for 14 years 
– into a designer bridal boutique. That was 17 years ago and we haven't looked 
back since. 

What bridal labels do you stock?
We’ve stocked a number of bridal designers throughout the years, but we 
currently work with Maggie Sottero, Sottero Midgley and Justin Alexander.

What pieces are bestsellers?
Our designers are very established, so dress designs sell well from each new 
collection across the board, however there are few designs in particular that seem 
to be slightly more popular. These include Emma by Maggie Sottero, Beckett by 
Sottero & Midgley and 8835 by Justin Alexander.

What's your favourite bridal look/dress that you have in stock at the 
moment?
That's a difficult question, as the right design on the right woman can be my 
favourite for the day and then another customer’s choice and individuality 
can be completely different but just as beautiful. That’s what makes our job so 
enjoyable and creative, the same dress can have a very different feel and look on 
two different customers; it can be as subtle a difference as their skin tone, hair 
colour even their eyes that transforms the look. 
This season’s silhouettes have been chosen, but I believe that A-line, empire and 
princess shapes will always be popular.

To make enquiries and book appointments, call 01303 850 735 or visit 
www.weddingworldkent.co.uk 

25AUTUMN 2016

LOCAL HEROES
Fashion
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 PEACHES WEDDINGS, ESSEX 
Owner Debbie Meads tells us how a chance encounter gave her 

the bridal bug

When and why did you open your boutique?  
In 1998 my husband and I were running mobile disco, video filming and stationery 
businesses from home and decided to move into retail premises. While searching 
for shopfittings we came across a lady selling a job lot of wedding dresses, tiaras 
and veils. Being a typical girl, I thought it’d be a good idea to buy them for display, 
so that people would know what type of business we were! However, shortly after 
opening, it was the dresses people were coming in to buy. When the job lot started 
to dwindle, we set out to find suppliers. There was clearly a gap in the market so we 
took the opportunity.

What bridal labels do you stock?
We now stock Alfred Angelo, Bonny Bridal, Private Label by G, Venus and 
Unforgettable by Bonny Bridal, which is a plus-size range covering sizes 18 to 34. 
Personally I like the ivory and champagne tones, so for me, Bonny Bridal’s 607 and 
617 styles would be my pick. Otherwise, you really can't beat a full princess-style 
dress with tiara and veil.

What are your bestsellers?
We still have a great demand for lace gowns. It took a season or two following the 
royal wedding for the lace dresses to be truly sought after, but they’re by far our 
bestsellers at the moment. We sell a variety of lace styles, but most of them are 
fitted with fishtail or mermaid skirts.

To make enquiries and book appointments, call 01279 414101 or visit 
www.peacheswedding.co.uk 

 BEST DRESS 2 IMPRESS, LONDON 
Sharon Goksaran explains how she caters for every bride with a 

tailor-made service

When and why did you open your boutique?
I opened my boutique around six years ago to offer a one-on-one service tailored to 
each individual bride. We focus on the body shape and the dress styles which most 
complement it. Everyone is different so each bride has very specific needs and we 
discuss this during a free consultation. We also specialise in fitting dresses prior to 
big day because we take the finished look very seriously, and pride ourselves on this.

What bridal labels do you stock?
We stock Phoenix Gowns, Victoria Kay, Venus and LQ Designs. We also offer a 
custom-made service so that we can tailor each gown to the bride’s specific needs.
 
Which pieces are bestsellers?
As we customise every dress we sell, there are no specific bestsellers, every dress is 
unique. Our favourite look at the moment is in our fusion gowns; European styles 
which are heavily beaded with crystals for an East-meets-West flavour.

To make enquiries and book appointments, call 020 8527 7892 or 
visit www.bestdress2impress.com

Bonny Bridal

Alfred Angelo 

Venus

Danielle Couture 
at Phoenix Gowns
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www.peachesweddings.co.uk

Peaches Wedding Shop 
92 The Stow, Harlow, Essex, CM20 3AP
Telephone 01279 414101
Email info@peachesweddings.co.uk

Peaches bridal range consists of designs by Alfred Angelo, Bonny, Sincerity and 
Venus. We also have a specialised selection of plus size gowns, the ‘Unforgettable’ 

range by Bonny Bridal caters for brides sized 18 to 34. With dresses in every 
conceivable style we are sure you’ll be impressed!

Opening hours: 
Monday & Saturday: 10-5 Tuesday  Thursday & Friday: 10-4
Closed Wednesday  Closed Sunday

24/7 online booking system visit 
WWW.THEWHITEWARDROBE.CO.UK

o yo  ve o n  t e m n o  yo  e ms  no  to n  t e 
dress of your dreams by visiting The White Wardrobe.

 WE STOCK: JUSTIN ALEXANDER, SINCERITY, LILLIAN 
WEST, MODECA, WTOO, DONNA SOLADO

54 Chingford Mount Rd, London E4 9AA

Phone: 07850 644 600 (10am to 10pm)
0208 527 7892 (11am to 4pm) 
facebook.com/bestdress2impress
sharon@bestdress2impress.co.uk
www.bestdress2impress.co.uk
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Bridal SOS
ASOS Bridal continues to offer a selection of 

contemporary dress options for brides-to-be on a budget
After launching its gorgeous bridesmaids’ range last year, this spring saw ASOS release 
a capsule collection of wedding dresses that were fashion forward and affordable – the 
most expensive option is a purse-friendly £250. So imagine our excitement when the 
online retailer dropped a further line of LWDs (little white dresses) perfect for both 
spring/summer and autumn/winter big days. With styles that reflect perennial bridal 
trends, from boho chic to vintage glamour, and price tags that allow you to splurge 

a little more on catering, flowers or even shoes, it looks like ASOS is on to 
a winning wedding formula. 

Here come the girls!
The new bridesmaids’ range from ASOS is full 

for showing your besties off at their best.

£150

£160

£250

£250

£120

THE LACY ONE

THE BARELY-THERE ONE

THE BOHO ONE

THE '60S ONE

THE PRINCESS ONE

ASOS bridal.indd   28 17/07/2016   11:33



Vintage wedding prop hire and venue stylists, 
specialising in a wedding garden games package. 

email: dollydimplesweddings@hotmail.co.uk
www.dollydimplesweddings.co.uk
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honeymooners
You only get your first holiday as newlyweds 
once – so why not carve out a bit of wedmin 

time for compiling the ultimate 
beachwear wardrobe?

The

 Pineapple print swimsuit, £35, Marks & 
 Spencer www.marksandspencer.com 

La Pina Dreamer round towel, £75, 
You, Me and The Dream

www.youmeandthedream.com

PERFECT 

FOR BEACH 

YOGA

ed oral sil  
devoré poncho, 

£69, Jayley
www.jayley.com

THE 
ULTIMATE BOHO 

COVER-UP
 

Melody Elodie cardigan, 
£56, Animal

www.animal.co.uk 

range string i ini, top, £14 
and briefs, £12, Marie Meili

www.asos.com

 Longline imono, £25, 
 Simply Be 

 www.simplybe.co.uk 

Leopard-print jewel cross 
sandals, £34.99, New Look

www.newlook.com

utti rutti ip ops, 
£12, Accessorize
uk.accessorize.co.uk

Navy sun hat, £22, J by Jasper 
Conran at Debenhams
www.debenhams.com

Honeymoons.indd   30 17/07/2016   11:34
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 Paisley bikini, £60, Phase Eight 
 www.phase-eight.co.uk 

Bodyshaping swimsuit, 
£30, Marie Meili

www.amazon.co.uk

GREAT 
FOR 

CURVES
 

Sabalo Sea bandeau bikini, 
£38.40, Animal

www.animal.co.uk

Polka dot bikini, underwired top, 
£10, shorts, £14, BHS

www.bhs.co.uk

Nesha sliders, £60, Dune
www.dunelondon.com

Tribal shopper, £23, BHS 
www.bhs.co.uk

Tie-waist shorts, 
£14.99, New Look 

www.newlook.com

 Kimono playsuit, £41, 
 Glamorous 

 www.glamorous.com 

Samantha half-frame sunglasses, 
£12, Accessorize

uk.accessorize.co.uk

Wayfarer-style sunglasses, 
£80, Folli Follie www.follifollie.co.uk

Tortoiseshell sunglasses, £102, 
 Dolce & Gabbana

www.sunglasses-shop.co.uk

JEEPERS PEEPERS  
The right eyewear is essential 

for poolside reading

SPLURGE

SPEND

SAVE
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estled at the heart 
of one of the 
UK’s largest wild 
animal parks – Port 
Lympne Reserve 

– is the Port Lympne Hotel. The Mansion 
was commissioned for Sir Philip Sassoon 
and designed by the architect Sir Herbert 
Baker. Built in 1912, the mansion was Sassoon’s 
private estate which he created as a holiday 
retreat for the rich and famous. The estate has 
been enjoyed and admired over the years by 
royalty, heads of state and movie stars.

LUXURY ON THE RESERVE
Following a full refurbishment to restore 
the elegant home to its former glory, this 
one-of-a-kind boutique hotel has six lavishly 
decorated bedrooms, four intriguing reception 
rooms and 15 acres of perfectly landscaped 
gardens, set against a stunning backdrop of 
far-reaching, romantic and inspiring views over 
the reserve to the coastline beyond. Today the 
dramatically decorated rooms, polished floors, 
high ceilings and intricate details, provide the 
perfect backdrop for glamorous ceremonies. 
The hotel can be hired exclusively so that 
couples can enjoy their wedding, their way, in 
their mansion, or as an incredible party venue, 
ideal for an unforgettable reception. Couples 
have the option of staying overnight in one of 
the beautifully decorated bedrooms, with full 
English breakfast the following morning.

TAKE YOUR PICK
Situated within one of the most picturesque 
and distinctive locations in Kent, couples can 
choose from a variety of beautiful indoor and 
outdoor locations within the grounds to say 
their vows. During the summer, rings can be 
exchanged on the romantic, Italian-inspired 
outdoor terraces. Alternatively, in the winter 
months, ceremonies can be conducted in 
one of the breathtakingly decorated ground 
floor rooms. The Aspinall Suite, adjoining 
the mansion offers the ideal venue for eating, 
drinking and dancing after the ceremony, no 
matter what the weather holds in store.
The manicured gardens offer a wonderful 
backdrop for memorable photographs with 
glittering fountains cascading into ornamental 
ponds, colourful borders planted with vivid 
blooms, dramatic walkways and of course, 
the magnificent Trojan Steps – decorated 
with mystical Egyptian friezes. As dusk falls, 
twinkling and subtle lighting illuminates 
the Mansion and gardens, creating a 
magical atmosphere.

MADE FOR YOU
The Hotel and Gardens at Port Lympne offers a 
bespoke wedding service with a dedicated team 
of wedding coordinators to provide a seamless 
experience. The team aims to ensure every 
couple feels that the Port Lympne Mansion 
Hotel is their home for the day. In order 
to achieve this, they tailor the venue to the 
couple’s aspirations, offer flexible pricing and 
bespoke packages and work with local suppliers 
where appropriate. The wedding coordinators 
go out of their way to ensure that the wedding 
couple and all their guests have a memorable 
experience from the moment they get there.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01303 234 111, email 

eventinfo@aspinallfoundation.org or
visit www.aspinallfoundation.org

theaspinallfoundation
@AspinallCharity

@theaspinallfoundation

Marry amidst nature at 
Port Lympne Hotel

N  PORT LYMPNE HOTEL 
IN A NUTSHELL

  Set in one of the UK’s largest animal parks 
  Exclusive wedding hire

  Dedicated team of wedding coordinators
  Memorable photography settings

Take a walk 
on the wild side

Port Lympne.indd   32 17/07/2016   11:35
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Head over 
HEELS

Put your best foot forward 
with the perfect 
bridal footwear

Leila cream and gold sandals 
£430, Emmy London

www.emmylondon.com

Farfalla satin platform heels 
£650, Aruna Seth

www.arunaseth.com

Caged block heels
£45, Debenhams

www.debenhams.com

Feather-detail shoes 
£32, Next

www.next.co.uk

Silver on to point heels 

Becky block heels in gold 
£240, Charlotte Mills

www.charlottemills.com

Avery peep toes 
£200, Harriet Wilde

www.harrietwilde.com 

Gold ankle strap heeled sandals 
£24.99, New Look

www.newlook.co.uk

Eliza satin platforms 
£65, Rainbow Club

www.rainbowclub.co.uk 

Suede crossover strap sandals 
£35, Marks & Spencer

www.marksandspencer.com 

FUTURISTIC 
GLAMOUR

Fashion
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 Geonna kitten heels 
£69.95, Moda in Pelle

www.modainpelle.com

Coco strappy sandals 
£245, Charlotte Mills

www.charlottemills.com

Americana peep toe sandals 

Eva T-bar court shoes 
£495, Emmy London

www.emmylondon.com

YOUR 
SOMETHING 

BLUE

Liana ballerina pumps 

DANCE 
THE NIGHT 

AWAY

Soul Diva court shoes 
£40, Simply Be

Betsee court shoes

Britt court shoes in vintage-look lace
CLASSIC 

CHIC

Aaliyah strappy heels,
 £49, Monsoon

Chandelier heels
£295, Freya Rose

www.freyarose.com

Lara court shoes 
£100, Love Art Wear Art
www.loveartwearart.com  
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Is the destination for the modern bride with collections reflecting individuality, 
chosen from the finest International Designers.

12-14 Victoria Street, St Albans, AL1 3JB
                

                Bridal: Tel: 01727 833823              Menswear: Tel: 01727 869986
www.marshmallowbride.co.uk                  www.tuxntails.co.uk

We ensure you walk down the aisle in style. Slim Fit Tails, Slim Fit Lounge Suits, 
Slim Fit Dinner Suits available for Hire or Retail.

Marshmallow Bride_FPA_AB23.indd   1 21/07/2016   20:18
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We met through mutual friends. Joe 
had been away travelling for a number 
of years and when he returned we 

were introduced at a party. We enjoyed each other’s 
company and clicked right away. Joe was very kind 
and I knew he had a caring nature as soon as we 
met. He told me I looked like Pocahontas!

Joe proposed when we were in Dubai for my 
birthday, after we’d been together for four and 
a half years. Although I knew about the trip, 
the proposal was a total surprise to me. We’d 
planned to visit the Burj Khalifa on our first night 
to see the beautiful city from the great height. 
The night didn’t get off to a great start though, 
as I was wearing inappropriate shoes for walking 
around and I had to visit Dubai Mall to buy some 
emergency footwear. Luckily, Joe kept calm and 
wasn't put off proposing!

The church we married in is very special to me. 
My grandparents married there over 60 years ago 
and my granddad passed away in 2011, so sadly 
he couldn’t share our special day with us. Getting 

married where my grandparents did made me feel 
like he was a part of our day.

Dove Barn was the only venue we visited when 
looking at reception venues. We fell in love 
with the barn right away. Joe and I both have 
large families, so we needed a venue that could 
accommodate our wedding guests. Additionally, 
we wanted to put our own personal touches on 
our day and the beautiful blank canvas of the barn 
allowed us to do just that. We also loved that the 
barn has two separate rooms, one to enjoy the 
wedding breakfast and one for music and dancing.

We both agreed that a May wedding would 
suit us. The flowers are coming into bloom and 
the weather is generally good. We chose the bank 
holiday weekend so guests travelling from further 
away could benefit from the extra time off.

Joe would say that he didn't feel nervous – 
although I'm not convinced! He was just excited 
about seeing me and our friends and family at 
the church. My bridesmaids and mum made me 
feel very relaxed in the morning of the wedding. 
During the drive to the church I felt very nervous 
but as soon as I saw Joe at the end of the aisle, my 
nerves disappeared. 

My bridesmaids were my little sister and my 
four best friends. My flower girl was my friend’s 
daughter. The bridesmaids wore blush-coloured 
knee-length dresses from Monsoon. My flower girl 
wore an ivory dress with a blush band, which was 
also from Monsoon. The colour was in keeping 
with our colour scheme. It was difficult to find 
dresses that suited everyone but we managed to 

Catherine, 27 and Joe, 29 
chose The Dove Barn as their 
big-day venue after falling in 

love with it at first sight

I do“ ”
HOW CATHERINE 

AND JOE SAID

Real wedding
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find styles that were flattering to all. The girls looked 
absolutely stunning. I'm very fortunate - one of my 
best friends is a hairdresser and another is 
a beauty therapist so my hair and make-up were 
done perfectly! 

I spent a lot of time looking at wedding dresses 
before trying dresses on. I eventually decided upon 
a beautiful Pronovias Atelier collection dress. The 
lace detail on the dress and the low back was just 
what I was looking for. I felt amazing in the dress.

Joe had three best men. They were his best friends 
from school who he grew up with. He also had two 
ushers; my brother and his brother, both of whom 
he's very close with.

There was a harpist playing beautiful music, 
canapés and Peach Bellinis for guests to enjoy on 
arrival at the barn while we had our photographs 
taken. Although the day started off very cloudy, by 
the afternoon the sun was shining and it was very 
warm, so our guests were able to enjoy the drinks 
outdoors. We had a few kids there, so we hired giant 
garden games, including Connect Four and Jenga, as 
well as footballs to keep them entertained. We think 
the games entertained some of the adults too! In the 

evening, our photographer created a photo booth 
and we hired a band to keep the party going. The 
band were a hit and even some of our guests who 
‘don't like to dance’ were up on the floor.

It’s difficult for either of us to pick out a favourite 
part of the day as we both enjoyed every minute! 
But if we had to pick, we would both say our first 
dance. The band sang Bob Marley’s Wait in Vain. 
Not a typical first dance song, but we both love it. 

The biggest extravagance was probably my dress. 
Some people would say that it’s so much to spend on 
a dress that you only wear once, but it was the only 
dress that I tried on that I could actually imagine 
myself getting married in. The dress was everything I 
wanted and ticked all of my boxes.

Joe's family are Italian, and at Italian weddings 
it’s traditional to make the married couple kiss 
countless times during the wedding breakfast. 
They started numerous chants of “bacio!” (‘kiss’ in 
Italian) and by the end of the wedding breakfast, our 
English guests were joining in. People still talk about 
this almost a year on! Everybody played their part 
and the day couldn’t have gone any better. 
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Splinters Outside Caterers is a well established family run catering 
company that provides professional yet affordable catering services 

The company has been in operation for over 30 years and we pride 
ourselves on using locally sourced ingredients, providing our client 

Splinters aims to remove any pressure that may be resting on Bride 

 Why not read for yourselves what our clients say on our Facebook 
page with many recent reviews - Splinters Outside Caterers.

“Large Enough to Cope, Small Enough to Care”

Tel/Fax: 01787 373 153  Email: info@splintersoutsidecaterers.co.uk
www.splintersoutsidecaterers.co.uk
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Real wedding

WEDDING DRESS: 
Pronovias pronovias.com 
GROOM’S OUTFIT: 
Moss Bros. moss.co.uk 
BRIDESMAIDS: 
Monsoon uk.monsoon.co.uk
CEREMONY VENUE: 
Bildeston Church
RECEPTION VENUE: 
Dove Barn dovebarn.com 
TRANSPORT: 
BCD Cars bcdcars.co.uk 
CATERING: 
Splinters Catering 
splintersoutsidecaterers.co.uk 
FLOWERS: 
The groom’s aunt, who’s also 
a retired florist
ENTERTAINMENT: 
Rhythm Bay alivenetwork.com 
PHOTOGRAPHER: 
Sadie bigfishphotography.com 

CATHERINE & JOE'S

Little Black Book
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Tel: 0845 9000 543
www.thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk
info@thechocolatefavourbox.co.uk

TheChocolateFavourBox

Where Wedding Cake 
magic begins!

Ordering your perfect wedding cake has 
never been easier

ONLINE      MOBILE      IN STORE

WWW.KARENSCAKES.CO.UK   01279 508909   7a NORTHGATE END CM23 2ET

10% discount when quoting AB19
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Here at simply Sweet Candy Co, we are a family run business based on the Essex coast. We cover Essex, Kent, Suffolk and surrounding areas. 
Our aim is to work with you to help make your day a special one. 

With our selection of stunning accessories to choose from, any one of them will help add that special touch to your day.

Simply Sweet Candy Co.
Simply Sweet Candy Co. will help you give your wedding day that  WOW  factor

simplysweetcandyco@hotmail.comCall Email07787897755

www.simplysweetcandyco.co.uk
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Individually designed 
wedding cakes to celebrate 

your special day.

www.at-your-wish.co.uk

Bespoke cake maker 
based in Hertfordshire.

tel: 07748043634  
email: claire@at-your-wish.co.uk

Luxurious and Stylish Wedding Cakes

Tel: 07917 272 529    jipscakes@gmail.com
www.jipscakes.com
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Cakes

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
Ladurée www.laduree.com | The Cheese Shed www.thecheeseshed.com | Sweet Hollywood www.sweethollywood.com

 TIERSTwo of a kind
This one-of-a-kind pair of cakes from 
Sweet Hollywood reflects the coming 
together of two hearts with elaborate 
mirrored flower displays. Created by 
husband-and-wife duo, Pardeep and 
Renu, Sweet Hollywood cakes are 
beautifully crafted by the couple’s team 
of artists.

Let them eat cake
The Marie-Antoinette tiered cake from 
Ladurée is presented on a decorated base 
and covered with a thin layer of almond 
icing. Available in a variety of flavours and 
sizes to feed 14 to 300 guest, the suitably 
regal confection is decorated with sugared 
almonds and pearls.Brie mine

Don’t have a sweet tooth? Why not opt for 
one of The Cheese Shed’s fancy fromage 
displays? The £146 Zennor (pictured left) 
Zennor is a smallish cake but will feed around 
60 to 120 guests. Meanwhile, the Haldon 
(centre) which is suitable for vegetarians, and 
an all-white look, it’s ideal for a wedding. 
Priced £248, it caters for up to 100 people. 
The St Martin (on the right) has a combination 
of brie, blue cheese and cheddar for 90 to 100 
hungry guests. Priced at £223, like all of The 
Cheese Shed’s wedding cakes, it’s supplied 
as undecorated, wrapped cheeses.

Levels of love
Ladurée’s showstopping Cascadine is all about the 
composition. Presented on columns at a variety of 
different heights. These cakes can be finished with 
royal icing and decorated with sugared almonds 
and pearls. Serving 14 to 150 portions, this 
selection is available in any of the world-famous 
patisserie’s seasonal flavours, which currently 
include rose and raspberry, pistachio and praline 
and blackcurrant and violet.

I can see your halo
Pushing boundaries 
and taking creativity 
to new heights, Sweet 
Hollywood’s copyrighted 
Halo design is truly 
larger than life. This six-
tier white wedding cake 
features different shaped 
layers and is suspended 
on a custom floral circle 
shaped arch. 

Golden moments 
and silver linings
In keeping with the 
current wedding trend 
for all things metallic, 
Ladurée has unveiled a 
new selection of luxury 
macaron pyramids, 
available in gold, silver 
and bronze. The gold 
and silver towers feature 
the French patisserie’s 
world-renowned 
macarons coated in 
gold or silver leaf, while 
the bronze pyramid’s 
biscuits are dusted with 
a shimmering bronze 
powder. As if these 
gorgeous confections 
aren’t decadent enough, 
the base and cone of 
each construction is 
coated in chocolate 
royal icing. 

It all ends in
Love island
The Cheese Shed’s popular Burgh 
Island is ideal for a smaller celebration 
amongst savoury-loving guests. 
Feeding between 20 and 25 revellers, 

the £74 
centrepiece 
features five 
tiers of soft, 
blue and hard 
cheeses, with 
two different 
base options.  

Want a slice of something different? 
Here’s the cakes that are guaranteed 

to make your guests’ jaws drop!
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Glamour Puss 
Weddings

Glamour Puss Weddings provides a high quality service of Hair & 
Make-Up by our professional team, lead by beauty expert, Maria. It’s 

the knowledge that you look and feel the best.

We use nothing but the best quality products including MAC, BOBBI 
BROWN & CLINIQUE amongst others, ensuring that perfect look lasts 

through out your day. Whether you want something romantic and 
glamorous or natural and classic you won’t be disappointed.

Contact us - Tel: 07867550518
Email - info@glamourpusswedding.com

www.glamourpusswedding.com

Hair and Makeup

Emma - 0771 4329728  Leanne - 0785 0677440
www.Bridalmakeupbyemma.co.uk

www.Lovelyweddinglocks.co.uk

                     Email: judgeepps26@gmail.com 
Mobile: 07706 196677

Karen Cox Make Up Artist

As well as weddings, I also offer make up for 
hen do’s, parties, proms and special occasions.

If you quote ‘Absolute Bridal Magazine’ when you 
email me and you’re emailing me wanting to 
‘save your date’ with a £20 deposit, I will give 

you a 10% discount off your day total.

MAKE UP & HAIR DESIGN

Tel: 020 3837 4973 
www.calystalondon.co.uk
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We provide a high quality mobile hair and makeup service, ensuring you look your best on your wedding day.
We cover the whole Essex area and provide our services for civil partnerships, 

proms, anniversaries, parties and all special occasions.  
To book the wow factor, contact us on;

email: dawn@essexbridalhairandmakeup.co.uk   mobile: 07518811918
www.essexbridalhairandmakeup.co.uk   

Essex Bridal Hair & Makeup
Quote 

 
to receive 10% off 
brides wedding 

day hair & 
make up

 Book your 2017 weddings now to guarantee 2016 prices!

07771 987285

Being passionate about my work will make you feel special and 
relaxed on your wedding day. 07771 987285

Being passionate about my work will make you feel special and 
relaxed on your wedding day. 
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Hair

AUTUMN 2016

UP

To find out more about Vicky Brown’s bridal hair and make-up service, email vicky@vicky-brown.co.uk or visit www.vicky-brown.co.uk

Hair and make-up artist Vicky Brown 
shares her favourite glamorous 

winter wedding hair looks

Tressing
LOOK 1: Chignon with a twist
The summer festival season will soon have passed 
for the year and the tousled and braided bridal 
styles sadly start to as well. Autumn and winter 
can bring with it harsher weather conditions, it’s 
worth considering something a little smoother and 
structured to hold up against the unpredictable 
British weather. It doesn’t have to mean a classic 
sleek chignon though; add some volume and style, as 
I’ve done with this beautiful French pleated style. It’s 
photogenic from all angles and gives you plenty of 
positions to place a pretty hair accessory.

www.satinbow.co.uk

LOOK 2: 
A touch of sparkle
It can be so difficult to choose 
when it comes to deciding on 
hair accessories but don’t just 

stick to the typical bridal shops and department stores. Take 
a look in your local haberdashery shop for beading, jewellery 
and trimmings as they work beautifully when twisted or 
braided into an updo. By working some pearl or sparkle 
into a hairstyle it can really add extra depth that’s often 
lost in darker hair which doesn’t have the different blonde 
highlights so often seen on bridal models.

www.newforeststudio.com

LOOK 3: Hollywood waves
With Christmas approaching, nothing works better than a fur 
stole, red lipstick and Hollywood waves. Start by parting the 
hair into a heavy side parting and work through hair mousse 
into dry hair. Using a large hair tong or wand, start around 
the front of the face and curl sections of hair, rolling it up and 
pinning it. The rest of the hair can then be curled, pinned and 
after a good coating of hairspray left to cool! Thoroughly brush 
the curls out; it’s essential for creating a wave rather than curl. 
Finish off with a vintage comb, birdcage veil or headpiece.

www.innercirclephotography.co.uk

Hair
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Wedding Flowers

ALL QUOTES ARE GIVEN ON A FREE NO OBLIGATION BASIS. 

Call Alison on 01279 876149 / 07988 824332 
or email abwfca@btinternet.com 

an  n  me on Faceboo  at Alison ite e in  Flowers.
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Flowers

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Bohemian Wild & Beautiful Blooms 07791 780 612  |  Jades Flower Designs www.jadesflowers.co.uk

 Bohemian Wild & Beautiful Blooms 

green
Autumnal floral displays 
and arrangements are all 
about a return to nature

Organic luxe
Arrangements that use many 

different types of foliage create a 
natural, rustic, woodland design 

and are perfect for autumnal 
weddings. Flowers such as roses 

can be added to the arrangement 
to create a more luxurious feel.

Rich pickings
Dark colours are perfect for 
autumnal weddings – many 

couples feel as though 
orange is their only option, 

but plums, aubergines 
and reds create the most 

beautiful, rich and decadent 
looking designs.

 Jades Flower Design 

 Jades Flower Design 

 Jades Flower Design 

 Jades Flower Design 

 Jades Flower Design 

All the trimmings
“Try including unusual autumnal 

materials within your floral displays 
such as feathers, seed heads, thistles 
and twigs to create interest, as well 

as contrasting textures.” 
– Beverley Nichols, 

Jades Flower Design

g
Aut

g
and 
ab

arra
out a

Pretty
Free spirited

Brides can be creative 
and experiment with 
colour to make a fun 
personal statement.

Foraged treasure
“This bouquet comprises foraged 

foliage raspberry red peonies, 
Memory Lane roses, hypericum 

berries, astrantia, burgundy 
dahlias, ivy, beech and asparagus 

fern, all tied with hand-dyed 
organic ribbons from Lancashire 
& Cornish.” – Keeley Coburn, 

Bohemian Wild & Beautiful Blooms
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GREAT VALUE, EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE

Vicki’s Floral Designs

07903134439

for any occasion

07903 134439

F L O R I S T
Sarah             Diamant

Elegant bespoke floral
designs with a classic

French touch.

With over 10 years experience 
within the industry, we offer 

passion and creativity combined 
with the highest quality of flowers 

to make your wedding unique 
from the bridal bouquet to the 

full floral decoration.

- Consultations by appointment -

07578 472 474
enquiries@sarahdiamantflorist.com
www.sarahdiamantflorist.com
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Heavenly

www.floristinchelmsford.co.uk
Tel: 01621 742226 or 07947 179639

heavenlypetalsfloristryandcrafts

SE Photography

Passionate about flowers, privileged to be 
part of your Special Day.

Petals

BESPOKE LUXURY FLOWERS 
 alex@stockandbloom.co.uk

07736 833 444
www.stockandbloom.co.uk

stockandbloom
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Chair & Table Covers  Table Centre Pieces  Sweet Cart 
& many other special touches

T: 07749938651
www.wedding-boutique.co.uk

We will help make your big day a day to remember

Easels  Seating Plans  Vases  Card Post Boxes  
Sweetie Table  Favours  Vintage Crockery  Chairs  

Candelabras  Signs  Table Linen  Umbrellas... 
Go on, take a peek!

Beautiful hire items and handmade 
accessories for your special day

Email: info@lovelyweddingtouches.co.uk
Our preferred method of communication for a speedier response!

Phone 07970 214510
Please leave a message or send a text and we will come back to you!

Find us on Facebook  search for Lovely Wedding Touches
Add us and we will keep you updated with new products
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Apple Catering Hire
Rear of 48-56 Glengall Road, Edgware, Middlesex, HA8 8SX

020 8958 2788   applecateringhire@btconnect.com
www.applecateringhire.com

 

Book your equipment hire direct and save money!

Use Promo code: DIRECT-HIRE

Tina Warren: 07787 118930
email: info@tinasprettypieces.co.uk

www.tinasprettypieces.co.uk

Tina’s Pretty Pieces provides beautiful bespoke items for your special day. 
Gifts, keepsakes and personalised pieces for your home. All pieces are made to order with a 
little paint, a little glitter and lots of love, making the perfect touch to that special occasion.

‘Colour matching service available’
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The Lucille Gold and Filigree 
Silver collections from 
Monsoon Home by Denby 
feature a contemporary take 
on delicate lace patterns 
from the ’50s for a truly 
sophisticated table set. 

For more information, visit 
www.denby.co.uk

WORLD OF
INTERIORS
Create your dream big-day setting with 
our take on two venue styling trends

MODERN 
ELEGANCE

Bright whites, minimalist 
details and clean linesDana Pearl tent, Arabian Tent Company

Elite Hire’s modular soft seating selection 
comes from the company’s Eternity range, 
which is known for its endless ability to be 
added to. The selection of benches and 
sofas also include the Eternity Island seat, 
which is currently their most popular range of 
products and has led to many sales enquiries 
and requests for home purchases. For more 
information, visit www.elitehire.co.uk

Soren decanter, £110, 
Dartington Crystal

www.dartington.co.uk

Gold foil Art Deco wedding sign, 
£12.95, Made With Love Designs
www.madewithlovedesigns.co.uk

Rituals Private 
Collection Tiger 

Grass candle, 
£29.50, Rituals 

     www.rituals.com 

Mr. and Mrs. cushions, £165, 
Jonathan Adler for Amara

www.amara.com

Styling
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Wedding arrow light-up sign, 
£18, Paperchase

www.paperchase.co.uk

ALL 
OF THE 
LIGHTS 

The Cornish Cream option 
from Arabian Tent Company 
is the business’ most popular 

choice. Co-created by founder 
Katherine Hudson and a bride 

with a vision for a sublime 
juxtaposition of Western and 
Eastern styles. The delicately 

block printed cream lining 
creates a subtle, fairy-tale 
ambience. As the breeze 

ripples the dreamy tent walls, 
the sun finds the tiny mirrors 
sewn into the linings making 

the whole tent glitter. This 
distinctive marquee is both 

light and airy by day, and warm 
and romantic by night. For 

more information, visit 
www.arabiantents.com
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Scarlett Heart
WEDDINGS
Your Luxury Wedding

 Package Specialist
THE COMPLETE PERSONAL PACKAGE

OUR UNIQUE BESPOKE PACKAGE THAT INCLUDES:
Stunning Chair Covers & Saches

Table Centre Pieces & Decorations
Top Table Curtain. LED’s & Drapes

Wedding Cake or Cupcakes
Live Music All Day

DJ With State of the Art Light & Sound
White LED Starlite Dancefl oor

Room Uplighting
3 Hour Photo Booth inc. Images on USB

Giant LED ‘LOVE’ Letters
‘MR & MRS’ Cakepop Wedding Favours

Table Plan and Guest Place Cards
Chocolate Fountain inc. 8 Dips

Vintage Sweet Cart Loaded with Candy
Vintage Wishing Well or Post Box

MOB: 07860 850 775  OFFICE: 01702 876 090
INFO@SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM   WWW.SCARLETTHEARTWEDDINGS.COM

ONLY 
£2,150

LIGHT COUTURE
Exquisite illuminated letters & numbers 

to hire for that special occasion.

LIGHT COUTURE LTD
07951 717 215

lightcouture@hotmail.com
lightcouture.co.uk
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Specialists in venue decoration from simple 

table displays to stunning venue styling

Let us co-ordinate your tables and venue to 

your colour scheme and your style

01707 270675 | info@weddinghouse.co.uk

www.weddinghouse.co.uk

If you are looking for:

 Chair Covers and Sashes  Table Runners

 Table Decoration  Swagging for your Top 

Table, Cake Table or Gift Table

 Flowers  Light Curtains and more ……

look no further. We offer highly competitive 

packages to include all of the above and more 

so please contact us with your requirements.

We look forward to having the opportunity to 

work with you.

www.facebook.com/weddinghousechaircovers

Table centres      Chair covers      Candelabras      Vases      Topiary trees
Bay trees      Coloured sashes      Sweet cart      Light curtains      Lanterns      

Tea lights      Mirrors      Crystal trees      Arches      Bird cages

Please visit our website for more information 
www.beaumontdisplaysevents.co.uk

Beaumont Displays
Venue decorations for all occasions. Hire only. 

Personal delivery and collection only. Minimum orders may apply.
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Styling

RUSTIC 
CHARM

 From up-cycled vintage suitcases to 
cheerful homemade-look bunting 

Paperchase’s wedding styling 
range has grown over the past 
two years, with a number of 
the current range’s products 
featuring the Mr & Mrs motif. 
In keeping the winsome 
DIY theme of its offering, 
the store’s bridal bestsellers 
include these cheery paper 
pompom confections – perfect 
for creating floral prettiness 
throughout a venue. Available 
in five-packs and in a whole 
spectrum of pastel and 
metallic shades, these 3D 
fancies will only set you back 
£5. For more information, visit 
www.paperchase.co.uk

Elite Hire’s owner Mark Weeks-Pearson says of the brand’s Vintage 
Furniture collection, “I wanted to offer a product range that was 
totally unique to Elite Hire, a line of furniture that was not only 
practical and a little quirky but could be used for both weddings 
and events throughout the year.   We’ve been sourcing materials to 
build the new range and have designed our own Tractor bar table 
and an Apple Crate Back bar. We go up and down the country 
sourcing raw materials that enable us to up-cycle and create limited 
edition pieces that I know no other event furniture company will be 
offering.” For more information, visit www.elitehire.co.uk

Denby’s retro-chic stoneware Natural 
Canvas range is a thing of understated, 

handmade beauty. For more 
information, visit www.denby.co.uk

GPO Bermuda 
record player turntable, 

£159, Cuckooland
www.cuckooland.com 

Scrabble lights, £21.99, 
Gettingpersonal.co.uk

www.gettingpersonal.co.uk 

 Lace favour jar, 
set of 10 for £8.50, Paperchase

www.paperchase.co.uk

Mr & Mrs balloons, 
£3 each, Paperchase

www.paperchase.co.uk 
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Stationery

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Pretty Things by Dee www.prettythingsbydee.com | paper ROSE designs www.paper-rose-designs.co.uk

Geo Rose from paper ROSE designs is a gorgeous fusion of vintage 
floral and precision geometry. The rose illustration and ornate fonts 
are complimented by a choice of four patterned backgrounds, all of 
which can be printed in a colour of the couple’s choice.

Despite its glittery 
borders, the Sparkle 
range from paper 
ROSE designs is 
all about strong 
typography. The 
shimmering edges – 
which are available 
in a variety of shades 
– add a touch of 
elegance to the 
correspondence. 
Soft gold and silver 
are particularly 
popular this season.

This regal ivory hardcover 
book-style invitation from 
Pretty Things by Dee 
features gold foil, embossed 
text and a damask design in 
your choice of colour. The 
set can be custom-made to 
your requirements.

With a laser-cut lace-look 
pocket, rope cord tie 
and a vintage-style key, 
this invitation from Pretty 
Things by Dee is ideal as a 
precursor to a rustic big day.

These gorgeous pearlescent bridesmaid-shaped 
invitations from Pretty Things by Dee are the perfect 
way to ask your besties to do you the honour of 
being your bridesmaids. You can even give your 
favourite ladies a heads up of your colour scheme 
by choosing a ribbon shade from the 75 available!

The pretty 19th century bird illustrations combined with 
an ultra-modern font makes the Tweet collection one of 
paper ROSE’s most striking designs. This is a mix-and-match 
collection with four options to choose from. It’s ideal for 
couples that are looking for something contemporary with a 
hint of vintage and is suitable for almost any colour scheme.

Inspired by circus posters 
of old, paper ROSE's Big 
Top collection combines fun 
design with a romantic twist. 
There are two versions of this 
invitation; the original square 
and the recently added 
ticket style. With on-the-day 
stationery also available in 
this collection, it's perfect for 
setting the scene for the day.

Give your guests a first impression of your big 
day with an invitation that reflects you

DELIVERED
Signed, sealed,

ROLL UP, 
ROLL UP

BIRDS 
OF A 

FEATHER

COUTURE CARDS

RAZZLE 
DAZZLE

GOLDEN 
TOUCH

I'VE GOT THE KEY

PRETTY IN PINK
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  Custom Wedding Invitation Design 

www.prettythingsbydee.com
prettythingsbydee@outlook.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/prettythingsbydee
Instagram: @prettythingsbydee

Twitter: @prettythingsbyd

Contact Pretty Things By Dee

to order your unique

wedding invitations for 

your special day!
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Martels Wedding and Events Village

Martels Wedding and Events Village 
in Barnston, Essex is a one-stop 
wedding wonderland, offering 

newlyweds-to-be solutions for all aspects of their 
nuptial plans, from flowers and catering to bridal 
gowns and entertainment. With award-winning 
suppliers and unrivalled industry professionals 
brought together in one space, it’s an essential 
destination for any couple wanting a big day 
that’s personal and tailored to their tastes and 
requirements. Read on to learn more about the 
experts who could help you plan your perfect 
wedding day…

 PLANNING
Award-winning wedding planner, The 

Essex Events Company, has impeccable attention 
to detail and individually tailored solutions. 
They’re the affordable, wedding specialists for the 

busy, modern day couple. An event company, for 
a wedding or a party, needn’t be an added cost 
either. They get great corporate discounts which 
they pass on to you, the client.

BRIDAL PARTY 
Martels Bridal Boutique is Essex brides’ 

best kept secret. The dress store is the area 
stockist for both Emma Bridals and Emma 
Bridesmaids, offering beautiful brand new 
gowns made to measure. It also offers discounted 
showcase, on-trend wedding dresses and hand-
picked pre-loved gowns – all of which can be 
purchased and taken away that day.  
Appointments are necessary as Karen and the 
rest of the team like to give each bride the 
opportunity to try on as many dresses as she likes 
and savour the dress-shopping experience.  
Meanwhile, Christine’s Occasion Wear caters 

to mothers of the bride and groom 
looking for a sophisticated outfit, even 
offering hats, fascinators, handbags 
and footwear to complement.

JEWELLERY
COO Jewellers is an award-

winning family business based in 
London’s famous jewellery quarter of 
Hatton Garden and Chelmsford. The 
company designs and manufactures 
bespoke pieces that are in keeping 
with couples’ budgets and tastes. With 
a variety of wedding ring, engagement 
ring, eternity ring, pendant, bracelet 

and earring options available, COO has your 
big-day sparkle covered. In fact, the brand even 
specialises in creating the perfect fitted or shaped 
wedding band to accompany your engagement 
ring. Using the latest technology and traditional 
methods, COO can precisely match the shape, 
style and setting of your existing jewellery to 
create a stunning set. Every piece sold is made-
to-order, even simple wedding bands.

FLOWERS
Blossom Florist is a team of Essex-based 

wedding flower experts, offering the same care 
and attention whether you are organising a 
small wedding – with just a bridal bouquet 
and a couple of button holes – or a planning a 
larger big day event to include decorating your 
Essex church and venue. To get started, you 
can contact the team for a quote on bespoke 
wedding flowers or browse the online store for 
ideas; if you add your items to the basket it will 
give you an instant quote. Of course, you can 
buy your wedding flowers online too, if this 
option works for you. Blossom Florist also offers 
free delivery – the prices shown include VAT, free 
delivery within its Essex delivery catchment and 
set-up, if you’re buying table arrangements.

STYLING
Evolution Inflatables has stages, 

dancefloors, lighting, popcorn and candy floss 
machines, rides, inflatables and many more great 
things you can hire to make your event amazing. 
In terms of finer details, Ellis Events provides 

ABSOLUTE BRIDAL60

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF
Get everything you need for your big day at the Martels Wedding and Events Village
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creative and bespoke chair-cover hire and styling. 
It also supplies table swags, table runners, table 
linen and more. The supplier offers a fully fitted 
service for weddings across Essex, Hertfordshire, 
Cambridgeshire and London. If you’re based 
outside these areas, the company can offer a DIY 
service where the chair covers and decorations 
are sent to your chosen destination in plenty 
of time for your celebration, then collected by 
courier afterwards.
Husband-and-wife business Wishing Branch 
offers sensational personalised wishing trees 
for the big day and original one-off canvases to 
remind them of their wedding and those who 
shared it. Each of the wishing trees are made 
from locally sourced Forestry Commission-
managed woodland. They stand at an average 
height of 6ft tall, in satin white ceramic pots 
and are delicately lit with micro fairy lights. 
Meanwhile the canvases are printed on artist 
grade canvas using genuine pigment inks to 
ensure the highest quality print and mounted on 
deep set stretcher bars. We will work with you to 
personalise the colour scheme, layout, size and 
use of photos in your finished canvas.

PHOTOGRAPHY 
Nathalie Delente is an Essex-based 

wedding and lifestyle photographer with original 
style and a creative flair. Her images are dynamic, 
colourful and reflect the spirit of the moment – 
ideal for capturing all of the heartfelt moments 
across a big day. When covering a wedding, she 
prefers to use a ‘reportage’ style of shooting, 
as it captures the truth of the occasion in a 
candid and unobtrusive fashion, but is happy to 
combine this with some classic shots for couples 
who prefer a more traditional method.
 

CATERING
Premier Crew Hospitality is a leading 

catering company. From high-profile corporate 
hospitality to weddings, from festival bars 
and catering to dinner parties, its dedicated 
planners will make sure your event exceeds all 
expectations. Experienced and friendly event 
catering managers will guide you through the 
process from start to finish, while a skilled 
catering staff, discreet front-of-house team and 
experienced bar staff will look after every detail 
on the day, so you can relax in the knowledge 
you are in safe hands.

If you fancy a hog roast as part of your wedding 
day feast – and it is more popular than ever 
right now – Duke’s Kitchen combines 20 years’ 
catering experience with an award-winning meat 
supplier for an irresistible dining option.
To wash the delicious wedding breakfast down, 
Cape London Wines offers a bespoke service, 
with a choice of red, white, rose and sparkling 
options which can be tailored to budgets or 
paired with appropriate dishes.
TM Catering Hire is also on hand to ensure 
you have all the cutlery, crockery and glassware 
you need to host your loved ones for wedding 
breakfast – whether you need 50 Champagne 
glasses for a toast, or plates for a seven-course 
meal for 250 sit-down guests.

CAKE
Fifi's Cakery makes truly delicious luxury 

wedding cakes tailored to each couple’s wishes, 
throughout the South East and London regions. 
Each cake is totally natural inside and out, 
with the use of fresh organic edible flowers and 
gold leaf as decoration and wholesome recipes 
with fruits and vegetables, such as the Natural 
Red Velvet cake which uses raspberry and 
beetroot puree instead of food dye.

ENTERTAINMENT
JF Weddings & Events works in 

association with James Ford, an international 
vocalist and bespoke event planner. With four 
years’ experience, expert team and incredible 
portfolio of elite clients – from weddings to 
celebrity corporate VIP events – he has an 
extensive track record of working with the best 
suppliers and venues in the wedding and music 
industry. Unlike with other musicians and 
event planners, clients can pick and choose 
what they receive from JF Weddings & Events, 
from being involved with music choices and 
event timings to planning extravagant surprises 
for their guests. The entertainment supplier turns 
couples’ ultimate dreams and visions into reality.
Meanwhile, mobile disco service Evolution 
Discos tailors its service to suit your taste and 
budget and will work with you to provide a 
memorable party, both for you and your guests. 
It has invested heavily in the latest sound and 
lighting equipment and strives to be amongst 
the very best mobile discos in the area.

CARS
London Stansted Chauffeurs know just 

how important your wedding day is, offering a 
bespoke package to meet the requirements of 
your special day, whether it’s for a few hours, a 
full day or an entire weekend. The company can 
transport guests on a shuttle run basis after your 
wedding reception in a luxury people carrier, and 
is happy to include a ride from your wedding-
night accommodation to the airport so that you 
can kick off the honeymoon in style. All cars 
are valeted and decorated with ribbons on the 
morning of the big day.

HAPPY CUSTOMERS
“The ladies at Martels are lovely. They give a warm 
welcome, are so friendly and very helpful. I found 
my perfect dress along with gorgeous bridesmaid 
and flower girl dresses. I would highly recommend.”
Casey Faiers, 5 stars

“Brilliant! We’ve used lots of the services for our 
wedding day. All of the companies are brilliant, 
staff are down to earth. Sam and Karen have been 
very accommodating. Thank you xx.”
Samantha Jane, 5 stars

“Martels Wedding and Events Village offer a wide 
range of professional services to those planning 
corporate and private events. Weddings are a 
speciality, but their services are by no means limited 
to just that. You’ll enjoy a wealth of experience from 
the team delivered in a relaxed, professional and 
encouraging way. They’re well-informed and well-
connected as they run many professional networking 
groups with other event professionals. 
If you need help finding suppliers for your events – I 
would strongly recommend taking the time 
to talk to the team at Martels.”
Ian Jewitt, 5 stars

 BRAND NEW GROOMS HIRE 
COMPANY JOINING US IN OCTOBER!

FOR MORE INFORMATION
To find out more, call 01371 871 969, 
email info@martelsevents.co.uk or visit the 
website www.martelsevents.co.uk 
    MartelsEventsVillage
    @Martelsbusvill
    @martelseventsvillage
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Tel: 0333 4567 017 
Email: bookings@londonstanstedchauffeurs.com

there for you on your special day, 
starting from the front door 

to the honeymoon.

 Bespoke package for your big day
 Shuttle service available for guests

 Other cars available on request

Tel: 01371 871969    Email: info@martelsbridal.co.uk    Web: www.martelsbridal.co.uk
Martels Bridal Boutique, High Easter Road, Barnston, Essex, CM6 1NA

E M M A  B R I D A L S

Bridal Gowns to order

Now stockist of Emma Bridesmaids dresses by
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beautiful Georgian manor 
nestled in 10 acres of 
verdant Essex countryside 
grounds, Gosfield Hall 

overlooks Gosfield Lake and nearby golf course. 
Despite being situated in the rural heart of the 
county, the Country House Weddings venue 
is a mere 30 minutes from Stansted Airport, 
while London is easily accessible by road 
and rail. 

 A ROYAL RECEPTION 
Built by Sir John Wentworth in 1545, the 
manor still retains its original features, including 
leaded windows and an imposing Clock Tower. 
Gosfield’s four different aspects stand majestic 
against the manicured lawns. Formerly a royal 
residence, the Queen Charlotte’s Oak panelled 
gallery with a 120ft-long aisle is perfect for 
wedding ceremonies, as is the stunning Grand 
Salon with its ornately decorated ceiling. The 
licensed carriageway allows couples to enjoy 
an outdoor ceremony on sunny days with the 
striking house as their backdrop.
The Marquis of Buckingham’s former ballroom 
provides an exquisite setting for the wedding 
breakfast for up to 116 guests, and there are 
several other grand and elegant reception rooms 
for your guests to enjoy. As the entire house and 
grounds are exclusively yours for the day, you 
can also invite up to 250 guests for the evening 
wedding reception and party.
It’s not difficult to see why Gosfield Hall 
was the Essex Wedding Awards' Heritage 
Wedding Venue of the Year winner in 2012. 
The photography opportunities are endless and 
creating lasting memories of your special day for 
the big-day album would be easy. 

 A BREAKFAST BANQUET 
Like the royalty who once feasted on banquets 
at Gosfield Hall, be spoilt by the culinary team’s 
expertise. From multi-course plated dinners 
to lavish buffets, create your own bespoke 
menu with your personal Wedding Manager, 
who’ll guide you and your partner through the 
kitchen’s many exciting options as well as every 
aspect of your day. Should you want something 
special, the chef is thrilled to accommodate all 
tastes and dietary requirements, with particular 
attention to local and seasonal produce. The 
venue’s specially selected wines will complement 
your wedding breakfast, with Dadnor English 
Sparkling Rosé being exclusively available for 
your toasts.

 ROCOCO DREAMS 
There are 20 beautiful bedroom suites available 
to you for your wedding night, providing the 
perfect end to a perfect day at Gosfield Hall 
for both you and your nearest and dearest. 
The breath-taking Rococo Bridal Suite has to 
be seen to be believed, providing a fabulous 
setting for those early-morning, getting-ready 
photographs and and will allow you and your 
partner to finish your big day in pure luxury 
that you'll reminisce about together forever.

Call 01787 472 914, 

FIT FOR A

Marry in the regal surrounds of Gosfield Hall

  Capacity for 116 wedding-breakfast guests
  Can accommodate up to 

250 evening revellers
  Licensed for civil ceremonies

  Picturesque photography settings
  20 luxury bedroom suites

A
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A Unique & Historic Venue

Order our NEW brochure today

T: 01622 870801
E: weddings@thehopfarm.co.uk

The Hop Farm, Paddock Wood, Kent
www.thehopfarmvenue.co.uk

Wedding ShowSunday 8th FebruarySee page 7 for details

Wedding ShowSunday 28th February 2016

Wedding ShowSunday 9th October 2016

01279 730549 | ENQUIRIES@HUNTERSMEET.CO.UK | WWW.HUNTERSMEET.CO.UK
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pon opening this summer, 
One Warwick Park – an 
elegant 39-room hotel 
in Tunbridge Wells’ 

historic Pantiles district – provided wedding 
organisers with a wholly new opportunity. The 
sophisticated property offers stylish and 
contemporary interior design, intuitive 
technology and a carefully curated experience 
in each of its exquisite rooms, suites and 
entertainment spaces.

 TWO BECOME ONE 
The hotel inhabits a creatively reimagined 
brew house and schoolhouse. The previously 
unconnected structures have been united to 
create a harmonious building filled with light. 
A feature gallery space links the two buildings 
and promises to surprise with a stylish, 
shifting canvas of showcases from local, 
national and international artists.
The hotel boasts a private dining area and 
a range of meeting and events spaces will 
offer flexibility for celebrations or company 
gatherings of up to 180 people. The Old 
School House offers up the beautifully 
simple main function room, which combines 
a contemporary white backdrop with the 
building’s original 19th century timber vaults 
and huge arched windows for a space filled 
with light, energy and vitality. Ideal for a 
wedding or celebration of up to 180 people, 
this 140 square metre room is licensed for 
weddings and hire includes a chic pre-
function bar area and an al fresco terrace 
perfect for welcome drinks and photography.
A double-height atrium is at the heart of the 
hotel, featuring bespoke lighting by MOOOI. 
The bright, flexible space for entertainment, 

celebration and private dining experiences will 
cater for up to 20 people.
There’s also four additional locations to dine 
and have a drink at throughout the day; 
the resident’s lounge, a 60-cover restaurant 
and the terrace, as well as a quieter snug for 
total relaxation. 

 PRIVATE PARTY 
For a superlative wedding celebration, parties 
have the option of privatising One Warwick 
Park, with the takeover of all 39 bedrooms. 
Bedrooms and suites at One Warwick Park 
focus on comfort, with no detail of the guest 
experience overlooked from lighting, to linen, 
to intuitive power-point positioning. Each 
room is individually styled to appeal to the 
range of clientele from business travellers 
and holidaying friends to honeymooners and 
families. Overlooking the charming Kent 
cobbles, the two-bedroomed Duplex Suite 
pairs period features with a fresh, elegant 
design, which is perfect for bridal party 
morning preparations, whilst the three Deluxe 
Balcony rooms offer a private landscaped 
terrace with views over Tunbridge Wells’ 
tapestry of assorted architecture. All bedrooms 
feature a king or super king bed with locally, 
hand-finished furnishings, large flat-screen 

TVs, luxurious Temple Spa toiletries, 
complimentary refreshments and wifi. Double 
rooms are priced from £99 per night.

A TOUCH OF CLASS
U

CONSIDER NEW HOTEL ONE WARWICK PARK FOR YOUR BIG DAY

One Warwick Park 
in a nutshell

  Licensed for civil ceremonies
  Licensed for weddings

  Capacity for up to 180 guests
  39 hotel rooms for overnight 

accommodation
  Venue privatisation option

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01892 520 587, email 

info@onewarwickpark.co.uk or 
visit www.onewarwickpark.co.uk 

onewarwickpark
@onewarwickpark
 @onewarwickpark 
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..............the perfect place to say ‘I do’
A luxurious country house hotel, built around a 
magnificent mansion dating back to 1448 and now a 
Grade 1 listed building.

Hintlesham Hall is widely recognised as one of the most 
prestigious and romantic wedding venues in Suffolk and has 
everything you require for your perfect day.

Every wedding is unique and our experienced Events 
Team will passionately work with you from your initial 
enquiry to the day itself to create your dream wedding.

Coupled with the Hall’s reputation for excellent food, 
friendly and attentive service, luxury surroundings and 
memorable photo opportunities, all blend together to 
ensure you have a truly special day.

We offer a flexible range of Wedding Packages including 
Exclusive Use of the Hall.

Book an appointment to tour this beautiful  
wedding venue with Tracy or Julie to discuss  
your personal requirements.

Call us today on
01473 652334 or contact
tracy.carter@hintleshamhall.com www.hintleshamhall.com
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here’s a reason why 
your wedding is called 
your big day: it’s the 
only occasion in your 
life when you’ll have 

all the people you love in the same room on the 
same day. It’s the most extraordinary feeling for 
any couple. 
The Hanbury Manor Marriott Hotel & 
Country Club, near Ware in Hertfordshire, 
will ensure that your wedding is just how you 
always dreamed it will be. Throughout your 
celebrations, the wedding team will be at your 
side, making sure you enjoy your big day your 
way. And what a perfect location to celebrate 
with your loved ones – a country retreat with 
elegant period features and romantic outdoor 
venues, featuring scenic spots where you can 
relax and enjoy the manicured grounds. Treat 
your guests to luxury accommodation, exclusive 
amenities, tranquil spa, tennis and scenic golf.

TAILOR-MADE WEDDINGS
Whatever type of wedding you’re planning – 
from a small, intimate gathering, to a large, 
extravagant party – Hanbury Manor is the 
perfect backdrop. When celebrating your 
union, enjoy the elegance of this luxury 
countryside estate while surrounded by the 
rich and romantic history of the Jacobean 
venue. The team at Hanbury Manor welcomes 
cultural diversity, respects religious, ethnic and 

social differences, and is proud to host all types 
of wedding celebration, including traditional 
white weddings, Jewish and Asian ceremonies, 
same-sex nuptials and the renewal of vows.

CHOOSE YOUR MENU
At Hanbury Manor, enjoy a delicious banquet 
of your favourite foods and flavours, served 
exactly as you like them. Your dedicated 
wedding team includes the in-house chef, 
who will work with you to create the perfect 
menu for your occasion – whether you fancy a 
traditional wedding breakfast, fork and carvery 
buffet, or a selection of international dishes. 
They’re also happy to recommend wines to 
accompany your choice of food, and offer 
guidance on dietary requirements, vegetarian 
options and child-friendly menus.

BEYOND THE BIG DAY…
Book your wedding with Hanbury Manor 
and you’ll earn Marriott Reward® Points 

and Frequent Flyer Miles to redeem against 
hundreds of exciting rewards, including hotels 
around the world. For more information, log 
on to www.MarriottRewards.co.uk 
Why not celebrate the start of your new life 
together with a trip to a Marriott Hotel in an 
exotic location such as Mexico or Malaysia 
for your honeymoon? Wherever in the world 
you travel, you can look forward to the same 
great Marriott welcome and attentive service. 
Your guests can also contribute to your holiday 
plans by purchasing a Marriott Gift Card for 
hotel stays, dinner, golf or an indulgent spa 
experience at www.gifts.marriott.com that 
you'll reminisce about together forever.

PRICES AT A GLANCE
  15% off Friday and Sunday weddings 

(excluding bank holiday weekends)
  Mid-week weddings from £50

Terms and conditions apply. For both offers, 
a minimum number of guests is required. 
Valid until 30th September, 2016

Call 01920 487 722, email sales.
hanburymanor@marriotthotels.com or 
visit www.marriotthanburymanor.co.uk 

for more information.
HanburyManor

@hanburyManor
@HanburyManorMarriott

It’s all about you at Hanbury Manor

T
YOUR BIG DAY, YOUR WAY

HANBURY MANOR IN A 
NUTSHELL

  200 acres of picturesque parkland
  Seasonal package offers

  Licensed for civil ceremonies
  Dedicated wedding planning team
  Gift cards for post-wedding treats
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Weddings At Coltsfoot:

COLTSFOOT
The country retreat

Have your special day at Coltsfoot, away 
from the hustle and bustle! Make it a day to 
remember and one you dreamed of.

Our experienced wedding co-ordinator is 
dedicated to ensuring your special day is 
just as you ordered so you can just relax 
and enjoy every minute of the day.

The main barn area services the whole day, 
transforming from ceremony to wedding 
breakfast then converting into the evening 
entertainment area.

The beautiful forty acres surrounding our 
venue provide romantic backdrops for 
fabulous photographs to capture your 
special day. 

We can seat up to one hundred day guests 

minimum guest number is sixty day guests).

Reception drinks and canapés, weather 
pending, are served in our pretty courtyard 
allowing guests to relax and enjoy the 
surroundings whilst the photographers get 
to work!.

For Current Wedding Prices, Show-Rounds And Availability Please Call 
01438 212800 Or E-Mail Weddings@Coltsfoot.com

www.coltsfoot.com
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Gaynes Park, Banks Lane, Coopersale, Epping, Essex CM16 7RJ  | 01992 660329

www.gaynespark.co.uk

© expression-photography.co.uk

Gaynes Park
 Stylish and contemporary barn wedding and reception venue

© Justin Bailey Photography

© Justin Bailey Photography © Justin Bailey Photography

© Justin Bailey Photography

Sunday 
30th October

WEDDING 
SHOWCASE

© Expression Photography
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Jessica, 30 and Victor, 33 picked 
Gaynes Park as their wedding 
venue because of its laid-back 

feel and the natural light 
of the Orangery

I do“ ”
HOW JESSICA
& VICTOR SAID

We met on a group ski trip and we sat next to 
each other on the way to the resort. We felt like 
we’d known each other for years and there was an 
immediate spark. The journey there took hours 
but it went by so quickly because we were enjoying 
talking to one another so much! 

We got engaged after two years of dating. 
Vic took me away to Paris under the guise of 
celebrating my qualifying as a solicitor. We went 
out to dinner at The Four Seasons and he proposed 
there; I wasn't expecting it at all but it was a lovely 
surprise and I immediately said yes!

We didn't want anywhere too imposing or 
formal and just wanted a relatively low key 
affair with all our loved ones. Gaynes Park fitted 
the bill perfectly. We loved how beautiful it was, 
and particularly liked the Orangery where the 
ceremony took place as it’s wonderfully light and 
really shows off the natural surroundings. Having 
attended a friend’s wedding there previously 
we also knew that the team and catering were 

fantastic, which sealed the deal!

As soon as we got engaged we just knew we 
wanted a summer wedding. We hoped we would 
have sun and wanted to make the most of the 
longer evenings. We had a slight vintage feel to 
the wedding, with antique-style touches, such as 
mercury-glass tea lights and photo frames. Our 
table plan was made out of an old French-look 
mirror, and we wanted lots of beautiful, pastel-
coloured flowers. We always seem to be drawn to 
the colour blue so chose that for the main colour 
scheme and worked around that.

I chose four of my closest friends as my 
bridesmaids. I had Danielle – who was my maid 
of honour – as well as Emily, Laura and Rachel. 
They wore pastel blue V-neck full length dresses 
and they all looked really beautiful.

I was so excited I couldn't sleep and woke up at 
3am! I couldn’t wait to get into my dress so that 
I could walk down the aisle to Vic and become 
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his wife. We’d been planning and saving for the 
wedding for the best part of two years, so I was 
done with waiting and just wanted to be Mrs Zeal. 
I spent the rest of the day completely elated; it 
was truly one of the best days of my life. Vic was 
overjoyed, excited and a little bit nervous.

During the ceremony and drinks reception we 
had a string group. Later on we had an amazing 
DJ and a barbecue. I walked down the aisle to 
Pachelbel's Canon in D. The group covered both 
classical and modern music, even performing the 
Game of Thrones theme tune. 
We had a pretty eclectic mix of music for the 
evening which included modern dance tracks, 
festival anthems such as The Killers’ Mr Brightside, 
and old rock classics like Bon Jovi Livin’ on a Prayer 
and Guns ’n’ Roses’ Sweet Child o’ Mine to get 
everyone up and dancing. We both love old-school 
garage music so we wanted that to feature and 
the DJ did a great set for us. Our first dance was 
to Kodaline’s The One because we thought the 
lyrics were perfect for us. Our last dance was to 
Rudimental’s Feel the Love because it is one of ‘our’ 
songs and we have made some lovely memories 
when that’s been playing in the background.

Aside from the venue, the biggest extravagance 
was probably the honeymoon. My dress and shoes 
were quite expensive too.

There are so many moments that stood out for 
us. For me, it was staying up late chatting and 

swapping stories with my bridesmaids the night 
before; the ceremony and how emotional I felt 
during the vows; the beautiful, touching and funny 
speeches given by my Dad, Vic and his best man 
Tom and slipping into Converse trainers because 
my feet hurt from dancing so much. For Vic, the 
landmark moments were waiting for me to walk 
down the aisle and turning to see me for the first 
time, as well as our first dance; it felt like there were 
only two of us in the room.

The cake was covered in a really thick layer of 
ganache and icing, which tasted amazing but 
made it very difficult to cut – so much so that 
when we cut the cake in front of everyone we ended 
up with the tiniest piece to eat. It was barely visible!

There are so many people who helped to make 
our day special that we couldn't list them all. 
They include my Dad, who’s a very nervous public 
speaker, so it meant the world to me that he gave 
a speech because I know how hard he found it; my 
bridesmaids who were brilliant; one of my oldest 
friends, Nicole, who did my hair for me on the 
day; My maid of honour, Danielle, who went to 
all my dress fittings with me and went out of her 
way to help me and Vic’s Auntie June who had a 
very special piece of jewellery made for me and 
gave it to me the night before the wedding. Our 
photographer was amazing and took so many 
wonderful photographs – she even helped me with 
my dress on the day! Our DJ, James, was excellent: 
he kept everyone dancing for the whole night. 

76 ABSOLUTE BRIDAL
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WEDDING DRESS: Naomi Neoh 
at The Bespoke Wardrobe 
thebespokewardrobe.co.uk 
GROOM’S OUTFIT: Reiss reiss.com 
BRIDESMAIDS: Biba at House of Fraser 
houseoffraser.co.uk
HAIR AND MAKE-UP: Dawn Taylor 
dawntaylorbeauty.co.uk and a close 
friend Nicole Gillespie (Nicole 
Gillespie Mobile Hairdresser on 
Facebook)
VENUE: Gaynes Park gaynespark.co.uk 
CATERING: Galloping Gourmet at 
Gaynes Park gallopinggourmet.co.uk 
FLOWERS: The Orchid Room 
theorchidroomweddings.com 
ENTERTAINMENT: Piano DJ pianodj.co.uk 
City Strings citystringtrio.co.uk 
PHOTOGRAPHER: Chanon de Valois 
cvphoto.co.uk

JESSICA AND VICTOR'S

Little Black Book
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Last Minute Deluxe Packages, Call for 
availability. BOOK TODAY & GET 

£1000 OFF YOUR WEDDING.

£4,195 2017 
WINTER SPECIAL 

for Jan, Feb & March 

Call 01277 373828 
for a Viewing

WWW.CVPHOTO.CO.UK
E:INFO@CVPHOTO.CO.UK

01473 201039
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hether you are looking for a 
cosy, intimate affair with just 
your nearest and dearest or an 

extravagant big day, High Barn is an excellent 
choice for couples wanting a wedding with 
rustic charm.
Comfortably seating up 150 guests, the 
beautiful wooden interior can be transformed 
to complement any theme. You can create a 
laid-back summer festival feel or even a magical 
winter wonderland inside its timber framed 
walls – couples are encouraged to really make 
the space their own. 
The team at High Barn believes that every 

wedding is different, which means that wedding 
packages aren’t offered; instead they will create a 
bespoke event tailored to the bride and groom’s 
personal tastes and preferences. The venue’s 
brochure pricing includes table and chair hire 
and VAT.  
There’s a wide range of exquisite catering options 
available for the wedding breakfast, from a 
traditional three-course wedding breakfast to a 
laid-back barbecue or hot fork buffet. All of the 
food at High Barn is created and produced on 
site by the Executive Head Chef and his brigade. 
Couples can be provided with some sample 
menus, but these are all flexible and our talented 

Head Chef is happy to create something 
completely bespoke if you and your partner have 
something else in mind.
High Barn has a fully licensed bar which can be 
used on either a cash or account basis, as well as 
extensive and bespoke drinks package options 
for throughout the day.

ocated in Essex, Houchins is a 
grade II listed farmhouse which 

exudes elegance and charm, ideal for couples 
who want a big day with character. Although 
it’s only been open since 2014, Houchins is 
owned and managed by the same team who 
have successfully run Dove Barn in Suffolk for 
the past 10 years, so you can rest assured that 
your wedding is in experienced hands.
Houchins’ wonderful barns have been 
designed so that your celebrations flow 
seamlessly from vows to last dance. The 
Foundry is licensed to hold civil ceremonies 
with between 12 and 120 guests, and can be 
transformed in the evening to provide the 

perfect reception space for up to 200 revellers. 
The adjoining Chitting Shed is ideal for a 
relaxed drinks reception, boasting large glass 
doors which open out onto the beautiful 
terrace and gardens. Wedding breakfasts in 
The Grainstore can accommodate up to 150 
seated guests. The space has high ceilings and a 
mezzanine gallery, while a large fireplace adds 
to the rustic atmosphere.
Between the months of May and September, 
you can even opt to have a romantic outdoor 
ceremony in the Loggia. The grand marquee 
connects to the Loggia forless-than-predictable 
British weather.
The bridal party can enjoy luxurious 

accommodation in the elegant farmhouse just 
50 metres from the venue. The stylish 
house has been restored to offer a peaceful 
and comfortable night’s stay in a self-
catering style B&B. Houchins also provides a 
complimentary breakfast hamper with fresh 
fruit, juices, local artisan breads and cereal to 
all of the overnight guests.

L

FIND OUT MORE
Call 01376 230 160, 

email info@houchins.co.uk or 
visit www.houchins.co.uk 
houchinsweddingvenue

Down on the farm
Say ‘I do’ at Houchins

W

COUNTRY CHARM
Go rustic with a wedding at High Barn

FIND OUT MORE
Call 01371 829 259 or visit 
www.highbarnevents.co.uk  

HighBarnEvents
@HighBarn_Events
@highbarn_events
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www.highbarnevents.com      01371 829259      info@highbarnevents.com 

Venue Hire is only £1,000!!   for all events booked for 2016!
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Exclusive Use Manor House  Bespoke Weddings  Licensed for Civil Ceremonies
12 Stylish Bedrooms, Sleeping 25  Elegant Reception Rooms

Stunning Grounds With Lake View  Exceptional Personal Customer Service
For more information, please contact 07955 940 532 or enquiries@thatamazingplace.co.uk

www.thatamazingplace.co.uk
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hat could be more 
magical than a festive 
big day? Offering the 
option of a bespoke 
celebration in a country 

manor that’s exclusively yours, That Amazing 
Place is ideal for winter wonderland weddings. 
When you book your wedding there, the 
beautiful house, along with its 12 deluxe 
bedrooms, treatment room, sauna, steam room 
and outdoor hot tub are exclusively yours for 
the day and night of your wedding. Whether 
you’re looking for a simply magical day or a full 
weekend to treasure forever, the whole house is 
solely yours for your entire stay. 

COME TOGETHER
A luxurious boutique country house with 
comfortable bedrooms, elegant furnishings 
and contemporary interiors, That Amazing 
Place offers a real home from home in which 
to welcome and entertain your guests. It was 
this freedom and intimacy that led New Year 
newlyweds Rachel and Alex to hold their big 
day there for their families and friends from 
near and far. 
Alex is French, so many of the guests had 
flown over from France to support the happy 
couple as they tied the knot. Alex’s best man 
really went the extra mile for his friend – much 
to the delight of the audience – by giving his 
entire speech in English, despite not speaking 
the language. The Father of the Bride similarly 
went out of his way to welcome his new son 
into his family, with a heart-felt speech in 
French, especially for the groom.

NEW YEAR NUPTIALS
Adorable couple Rachel and Alex saw in 2016 
in the most exciting, romantic way possible: 
a New Year’s Eve wedding at That Amazing 
Place. With so much to celebrate, they were 
determined to throw a fabulous party for their 
loved ones while starting a new year and a new 
life together as Mr and Mrs.
Rachel had fallen in love with That Amazing 
Place during a visit with friends back in 
December 2014; almost immediately, she 
knew that this was the one. In fact, it was their 
excitement about the venue that swayed the 
pair away from the previous assumption that 

they’d have a small wedding celebration.
Rachel recalls, “Alex and I had no intention 
of having a big wedding until I went to stay 
at That Amazing Place.” She was bowled over 
by the beauty of the place on her first visit, 
and the wedding guests, many of whom stayed 
for three nights, were equally impressed, “our 
guests were blown away!”

GETTING THE PARTY STARTED
Alex and Rachel opted for a marquee – 
provided by Herts & Essex Marquees – for 
their wedding breakfast. The guests enjoyed 
the meal in comfort and style, as the space was 
exquisitely decorated, with each table featuring 
an ornate white birdcage wound around with 
various coloured flowers.
Recommended by the venue, Premier Crew 
Hospitality was brought on board to prepare 
a mouth-watering hog roast dinner; just the 
thing to warm the spirit and really get the party 
going for a New Year’s Eve wedding!
Rachel and Alex set out to have the most 
fabulous wedding, brimming over with love 
and laughter, and they achieved just that. In 
Rachel’s own words, “it truly was the most 
magical day and we just feel so lucky to have 
found That Amazing Place.”

Make That Amazing Place your wonderful 
winter wedding venue

W

’Tis the           season

FOR MORE INFORMATION

 Images courtesy of 
Olivia Johnston Photography

Venues
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THE PRINCE REGENT HOTEL

You say “I do” and let the 

Prince Regent Hotel do the rest.

Your wedding is one of the most memorable days of your life. 
Celebrate it at the Prince Regent Hotel - Chigwell and we will ensure you and your 

guests have countless happy memories to cherish for many years to come.

Call our experienced wedding co-ordinators on 0208 505 99666 to view one of our 
elegant function suites and to discuss your perfect wedding package.

Manor Road, Woodford, IG8 8AE     T: 0208 505 99666     E: prince.sales@menzieshotels.co.uk

www.menzieshotels.co.uk/hotels
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LYMPNE CASTLE

Heritage venue of the year

Lympne Castle, 
The Street, Lympne, 
Kent CT21 4LQ
Tel: 01303 261666 / 267571   Email: info@lympnecastle.com 
www.lympnecastle.com

Arguably the venue with the best view in Kent
- Wedding Fayre - 11th September 2016 - Open days - 18th September & 25th September 2016
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HEDINGHAMCASTLE.CO.UK
HALSTEAD, ESSEX 01787 460261
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magine holding your 
wedding day in the 
peace and serenity 
of your own private 
country house, with 

exquisite personalised service – you can 
have all of this at Orsett Hall. The beautiful 
Georgian-style hotel is set in 12 acres of 
landscaped gardens in the Essex countryside, 
within easy reach of the M25 and just 40 
minutes from central London. Orsett Hall’s 
wedding gift to you is to ensure all your big 
day will be remembered forever.

 ALL UNDER ONE ROOF 
Orsett Hall has been looking after brides and 
grooms on their special day for more than 30 
years and offers every luxury you can imagine 
in one location. 
With its superb facilities including opulent 
bridal suites, spacious banqueting rooms for 
30 to 400 guests, 57 lavish bedrooms, 
a stunning state-of-the-art spa, a hair salon, 
a garden brasserie and the relaxing Café 
Sartoria, Orsett Hall has everything needed 
for that special day. Its rustically furnished 
wedding chapel is fully licenced and awash 
with flowers, complete a beautiful viewing 
gallery for a truly romantic setting. The 
hotel’s four function suites are licensed for 
civil ceremonies and ideal for weddings of 
all sizes, with each one having its own 
stunning surroundings for those all 
important big-day snaps.

 AWARD-WINNING VENUE 
Orsett Hall was awarded Venue of the Year 

at the 2015 Essex Wedding Awards. The 
judges had this to say when they presented 
the award, “Orsett Hall was described as the 
complete package, offering elegance, choice 
and great customer service. From its four 
function suites, wedding chapel and extensive 
landscaped gardens, Judges thought Orsett 
offered everything and especially loved the 
relaxing spa, stunning bedrooms and onsite 
hair salon.”

 FOOD GLORIOUS FOOD 
The venue’s award-winning Head Chef Robert 
Pearce has created some mouth-watering 
wedding menus. The style of cooking at Orsett 
Hall is traditionally English, but the chefs are 
very accommodating if the bride and groom 
have special requests. The team can supply 
flexible catering options that allow couples 
to decide on every detail of their wedding 
breakfast, including a pre-wedding tasting.

 IT’S ALL ABOUT YOU 
The team at Orsett Hall knows that your 
wedding is all about you and your partner’s 
personalities, traditions, heritage and culture 
and understand that some couples wish to 

use their own caterers and that it is often 
difficult to find a venue that allows this, it’s 
part of our customer service to acknowledge 
this, and for this reason, the hotel has put 
together a venue-only package. Orsett Hall 
has partnerships with self-catering experts 
and local suppliers, and together they will 
discuss the happy couple’s needs, to help 
create that magical day, whatever their cultural 
background or religion.

 LOOKING AHEAD 
This year has been a very exciting one 
for Orsett Hall so far, with the summer 
completion of the new Kukana Spa, featuring 
six treatment rooms, sauna, steam room, 
Jacuzzi and pool, a beautiful new lounge, 
the relaxing Café Sartoria and 18 stunning 
additional bedrooms, including a luxury suite.

A DREAM COME TRUE
HAVE AN UNFORGETTABLE BIG DAY AT ORSETT HALL

Orsett Hall in a nutshell
 Fully licensed for civil ceremonies

 Capacity for up to 400 guests
 On-site wedding chapel

 Kukana spa and hair salon
 57 bedrooms for 

overnight accommodation

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Call 01375 891 402, email 

weddings@orsetthall.co.uk or visit 
www.orsetthall.co.uk 

Orsett Hall Hotel
@OrsettHall
@orsetthall

I
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"Recently went here for a wedding and it was 
outstanding, the food, the staff, the  

venue, the atmosphere all amazing. There  
is not much I can say really apart from  

you must visit there as it speaks for itself.”  
TripAdvisor review, Aug 2015  
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Call 01582 698 889, email 
weddings@lutonhoo.co.uk or 

visit lutonhoo.co.uk 
lutonhoo

@lutonhoohotel

Luton Hoo in a nutshell
  A choice of three wedding venues 

and 10 suites
  Gardens originally designed by 

Capability Brown
  Spa facilities

  An 18-hole golf course
  The option of a bespoke wedding or 

inclusive packages

FOR MORE INFORMATION

BE WOOED BY Luton Hoo

uton Hoo is a captivating 
country house, thanks to 
impressive architecture 
and award-winning 
service, but the stunning 

scenery of the picturesque location deserves 
a special mention. Within the 1,065 acres of 
grounds, you’ll find a wealth of amazing spots for 
photos including a lake, a weir, rockery garden, 
formal gardens, parklands and even Victorian 
tennis courts.
There are three separate buildings used for 
weddings, with suites of all sizes suitable for 
celebrations of 14 to 290 people for sit-down 
functions. Exclusive use of any one of these 
venues is available, but such weddings are 
particularly suited to Warren Weir.
Also conveniently located, the Bedfordshire-based 
hotel, golf course and spa is easily reached from 
London, nearby Cambridge and Luton Airport. 

 CELEBRITY STATUS 
As well as being a luxurious wedding venue, 
Luton Hoo has played host to an impressive roll-
call of guests and film sets. The Queen has spent 
a number of wedding anniversaries here, and even 
has a suite named after her, Capability Brown was 
the original designer of the estate’s breath-taking 
gardens and Winston Churchill once made a very 
famous speech at the Mansion House – which 
is now home to a Churchill Suite. James Bond 
has also been a ‘guest’ after Luton Hoo became a 
setting for the 007 films, and Hugh Grant is seen 
hiding in the sink cupboard of the Lady Butter 
Suite’s bathroom in the iconic film Four Weddings 
and a Funeral.

 WARREN WEIR WEDDINGS  
This virtually self-contained English Cottage-
themed wedding retreat, with waterfall and lake 
décor, is an idyllic exclusive-use wedding venue 
within Luton Hoo. It boasts 84 contemporary 
styled bedroom, and its own leisure facilities, 
including an indoor pool. Warren is set amongst 
woodland and water meadows on the banks of 
the river Lea.
Three suites are available accommodating up to 
290 guests for a wedding breakfast.

 THE MANSION HOUSE WEDDINGS 
Romantic and sophisticated, The Mansion House 

L
is the epitome of bygone grandeur combined 
with modern luxury, all set amongst manicured 
lawns and parkland. There are six stunning suites 
available for weddings and receptions including 
the Ramanov Suite, which is a former Russian 
Orthodox Chapel – guaranteed to make every 
bride feel like a princess.
Six suites are available, accommodating up to 
120 guests for wedding breakfast.

 THE COUNTRY CLUB 
The Grade II-listed Robert Adams Stables has 
been converted to a stylish venue that includes 
12 bedrooms and spa facilities as well as the 
Adams Brasserie and bar. The Robert Adams 
Suite boasts beamed rooms opening onto lawned 
gardens, suitable for more relaxed barbecue-style 
receptions up to 100 people.

Marry at the spectacular 
18th century venue

Luton Hoo.indd   90 17/07/2016   11:57



Call Sharon 01206 214803 
sharon@marksteyhotel.co.uk

www.marksteyhotel.co.uk 

Best Western Marks Tey Hotel is perfect setting for 
your wedding with a great choice of Function Rooms.

 
On Your Special Day Relax and Enjoy the Occasion 

whilst our experienced team ensure you have the 
Perfect start to your Married Life.

Marks Tey Hotel    London Road    Colchester    Essex     C06 1DU

Weddings 
from 

£3,630

18th July 2016  -  In-house Open Evening   -  5:30pm – 8:30pm
22nd August 2016  -  In-house Open Evening   -  5:30pm – 8:30pm

2nd October 2016  -  Charter Hall Colchester Wedding Fair  -  10:30am – 3:30pm
9th October 2016  -  In-house Wedding Exhibition  -  11:00am -3:00pm

15th January 2017  -  Charter Hall Colchester Wedding Fair  -  10:30am – 3:30pm
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FIND OUT MORE
Call 01892 515 152, email 

reservations@salomons-estate.com 
or visit www.salomons-estate.com

salomons.venue
@Salomons_Venue
@salomons_estate

Salomons Estate’s event manager talks to Absolute Bridal about what makes 
it such a special wedding venue

ONE OF A KIND
 What makes a wedding at Salomons  
 Estate special?  
There can be few better venues for the bride 
and groom to celebrate their big day. Salomons 
Estate offers many settings to choose from, as 
it’s set in 36 rolling acres of gardens, parkland 
and woods. A particular favourite of mine is the 
bridge over the lily pond. The venue retains all 
the magic and romance of a bygone era which is 
guaranteed to wow the happy couple and their 
wedding guests. 
We pride ourselves on its exceptional levels 
of service and each couple will have their 
own dedicated events host to assist with both 
planning and overseeing their wedding from 
start to finish. 
Couples can take advantage of our Exclusive 
Use Wedding Package, which entitles them to 
the whole venue from their arrival, through to 
breakfast the following morning. Although we 
have a selection of wedding options we recognise 
couples may want something a little different so 
we can also offer a bespoke package tailored to 
their requirements.   

 What sets Salomons apart from 
 other venues? 
I know that a huge part of a wedding day is 
getting the perfect photos for the family album, 
and with full access to the grounds, Salomons 
Estate offers the perfect setting for those key 
big-day shots. 
For the main wedding ceremony and reception, 
the stunning Grade II listed mansion boasts 
elegantly hand-painted ceilings and lovingly 
restored period features, creating a spectacular 
blank canvas for any wedding. Salomons offers 

47 bedrooms to accommodate wedding guests 
after the celebration and there’s plenty of free 
parking, which is always an advantage. 

 Can couples have their ceremony as 
 well as their reception at Salomons? 
Yes, Salomons offers three fabulous function 
rooms licensed to host wedding ceremonies and 
receptions. The Gold Room can seat up to 65 
people and has doors which open out on to the 
terrace, where you can enjoy breathtaking views 
of the estate. Our Drawing Room provides a 
beautiful backdrop for the couple’s wedding 
breakfast and as it seats up to 100 people, it 
provides a spacious setting for their evening 
party. Finally, our grand Victorian Theatre is 
ideal for large wedding parties and can host 
all aspects of the couple’s big day, from the 
ceremony to the evening reception. 

 Do you have any wedding fairs? 
Yes we do, our own wedding showcase evening 
is on the 21st September, while the Main Event 
Wedding show is on the 2nd October 2016. 
I’d recommend that couples come and see the 
stunning estate, as this will give them a real sense 
of what they can expect – then they can really 
start to build their dream day. 

SALOMONS ESTATE IN A 
NUTSHELL

  Caters for celebrations of all sizes
  Picturesque grounds for wedding photos

  47 bedrooms for wedding guest 
accommodation

  A dedicated events host
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E: info@westenhangercastle.co.uk

Westenhanger
Castle

W: www.westenhangercastle.co.uk

Westenhanger  Castle is a unique setting for any wedding, or renewal 
of vows.  The Castle has a beautiful history with Henry VIII and Queen 
Elizabeth I having once lived at the Castle. Set in 14 acres of beautiful 
grounds, we offer tradition and history as well as an exceptional personal 
service; creating perfect memories in the Kentish countryside. Your 
ceremony can be held in either the thatched garden gazebo, the Queen 

The beautiful marquee  can seat up to 200 people with the Queen 
Elizabeth I suite in the Manor House  seating up to 70 people. Both options 
offer exclusivity.

Our  motto is ‘Your day, your way’ therefore your wish is our command!
If you and you families would like to come and take a look around, please 
contact us on 01303 261068 to arrange an appointment.  Alternatively, visit 
us at our Wedding Fair on 16th October 2016. 

Your day, your way

@spweddingevents        westenhanger castle original

Availability for 

W
inter 2016
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Call 01621 842 844, email 
info@vaultymanor.co.uk or visit 

www.vaultymanor.co.uk 
VaultyManor

@Vaulty_Manor
@vaultymanor

FOR MORE INFORMATION

aulty Manor, with its 
beautifully restored 
17th-century barn, is a perfect 
venue for a special day. Nestled 
in the rural setting of Essex 

village Goldhanger, it’s associated with royalty, 
colourful characters and a history stretching back 
more than 800 years. Surrounded by eight acres 
of stunning landscaped gardens, it’s licensed for 
civil ceremonies.

  ENDLESS CHOICE 
The way you celebrate your day is entirely up to 
you. You can choose a formal sit-down meal, a 
gourmet banquet or enjoy a country barbeque. 
With a number of different areas in the barn and 
beautiful gardens, every type of occasion will 
feel right in Vaulty Manor’s grounds. Naturally, 
you’ll have definite plans for the day, but you’ll 
find our friendly, professional staff can provide 
all the support and advice you need. The venue’s 
management team has vast experience in luxury 
hotels and wedding planning and understands 
how to make any celebration even more special.
The dedicated team can also put you in touch 

with its recommended suppliers or work closely 
with the people you have chosen. Whatever 
the arrangements, they will make sure that 
everything runs smoothly so you will have a day 
to remember.

 GET READY IN COMFORT 
Within the venue hire price is the exclusive use 
of Vaulty Manor’s beautiful Bridal Suite from the 
morning of your wedding, and the bridal party 
can also enjoy complimentary tea and coffee 
whilst you are getting ready. As part of the venue 
hire cost, couples will also receive a fully stocked 
and staffed bar for the day and evening of the 
event. However, if you wish to do so, you’re able 
to bring your own wine and champagne with no 

corkage charge. The team allows a half bottle of 
table wine per person to be served with the meal; 
bottles are not permitted on the table and will 
be poured by the catering staff. All other drinks 
must be purchased from the Vaulty Manor bar.

 LUXURY ENDING 
There’s accommodation available on site on the 
day of your wedding for up to 60 guests. Double 
and family rooms are available from £99.50 per 
room. This includes a full English breakfast the 
morning after your wedding.
The stunning 17th-century manor house is 
currently undergoing a substantial refurbishment 
and modernisation. On completion, the house 
will be available to hire as part of the wedding 
venue and will be appointed with five en-suite 
bedrooms, including a stunning bridal suite. In 
addition to this, there will be a make-up room, 
lounge, dining room, bar and fully equipped 
kitchen, as well as luxurious heated outdoor pool 
and beautiful landscaped gardens. What could 
be a more romantic end to your big day than 
relaxing with your beloved in the hot tub with a 
glass of bubbly? 

V

Make history
Let Vaulty Manor be your something old

Vaulty Manor 
in a nutshell

  Capacity for 220 guests
  Bridal suite included with venue hire

  Bespoke big-day options
  Forthcoming modernised 

accommodation and facilities
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stephenchapmanphotography.com
Phone: 07979931917
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Beauty

These products will have you looking like a million 
dollars on your wedding day

THE BEAUTY 
BOUTIQUE{T
B {Y

E
beautyblender Blotterazzi
Coloured a vibrant pink, the 
Blotterazzi is the first washable, re-
usable alternative to blotting paper. 
The Blotterrazzi is also the perfect 
shape for the contours of your face 
– the egg-shaped design of the 
sponge ensures it will reach all areas 
of the face, even those tricky areas 
like your eyelids and the side of 
your nose. 
Priced £16, it’s available from 
www.beautyblender.co.uk and 
nationwide stockists.

George Super 

Enriched with orange and ylang 
ylang, this conditioning and 
lengthening mascara is part of 
the Super Boost make-up line 
from George, which also includes 
foundation and concealer. The 
scented product features a thick 
brush for maximum impact and 
definition – meaning strong big-
day lashes!
Available from Asda stores 
nationwide, it’s priced £4.

Hairdresser-to-the-stars Andrew Barton’s award-winning 
haircare range includes the Full-on Volume shampoo, 
conditioner and texture spray, which combine to offer 

greater volume and beachy waves. With PROtech 
shine, argan oil for nourishment and Pro Vitamin B5 

for bounce and vitality, this collection is a wedding day 
and honeymoon essential this summer. Each product is 
priced £3.20 and available at Asda stores across the UK.

VOYA’s latest ultra-nourishing Pearlesque 
moisturiser features the Rose of Jericho – a 
super, self-resurrecting plant with a core 
of complex sugars which deeply hydrate 
and strengthen the skin’s cellular structure, 
for a deeply nourished complexion with 
enhanced, natural radiance. Available from 
leading spas, Selfridges and other selected 
stores nationwide, as well as www.voya.ie, 
Pearlesque is priced at £52.

Dr. Bronner’s is the USA’s No. 1 selling natural soap 
brand and the leader in organic and Fair Trade 
skincare and it's finding its way into British hearts and 
homes with its fabulous quality, philosophical labels 
and organic ingredients. The magic of Dr. Bronner’s 
is its affordability and versatility, with the £5.99 236ml 
bottle of soap having 18 different proven uses. 
It’s available at nationwide stockists and online at 
www.drbronner.co.uk

Westlab Epsom, Dead Sea and Himalayan Salt 
are unrefined and have been cleaned in a natural, 
chemical-free way, ensuring a truly high quality 
organic product. Unlike other salt brands, Westlab 
salts contain no additives, just pure, natural 
goodness in high quantities. The Epsom Salts, 
priced £4.49, are known to ease tired muscles and 
water retention – ideal for a pre-wedding bath. The 
Westlab products are available at Boots nationwide 
and online at www.westlabsalts.co.uk 
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estled in 200 acres of 
beautiful Kent countryside 
near Maidstone, Tudor 
Park Marriott Hotel & 

Country Club offers a very special setting for 
wedding ceremonies and receptions. Whatever 
type of nuptials you and your partner have 
planned – be it a small intimate gathering or an 
extravagant party – it offers an idyllic backdrop 
to the big day.

 PICK YOUR SETTING 
You can host your ceremony or reception in one 
of Tudor Park’s stunning indoor or outdoor event 
spaces. The indoor suites boast plenty of natural 
daylight, air-conditioning, lighting and audio-
visual facilities, outdoor patio area and private 
bar, while the venue’s outdoor spaces make 
perfect nature settings in which to share your 
special moments and enjoy aperitifs.
Tudor Park’s largest room, the Thurnham Suite, 
can accommodate up to 150 guests for your 
wedding breakfast, and 200 for a reception. 
Meanwhile, the Bearsted Suite and marquee 
offers panoramic views across the championship 
golf course and wildlife pond, and is perfect for 
a wedding breakfast for up to 90 guests, or an 
evening reception for up to 120 people.
If you dream of an outside ceremony, you can 
book the beautiful licensed gazebo set in the 
hotel’s stunning grounds. Located next to the 
wildlife pond and in front of the marquee, it’s a 
fairy-tale summer wedding location.
Marriott Tudor Park respects religious, ethnic 
and social differences, and are proud to host 
all types of wedding celebration, including 
traditional weddings, Jewish and Asian 
ceremonies, same-sex nuptials and the renewal 
of vows.

 PICK EXTRAS 
After an unforgettable day, spend your wedding 
night in one of the hotel’s 120 bedrooms. If you 
wish, you can upgrade to the Bridal Suite for a 
small fee, and toast your day with champagne, 
chocolates and flowers. 
Tudor Park is delighted to extend preferential 
rates to your guests if they wish to stay too. You 
can all enjoy the use of our country club, which 
can include a quick round of golf the morning of 
your wedding for the groom and his ushers, and 
even a swim and pamper session in the spa the 
morning after you’ve danced the night away.
Wake up and start your new life together by 
enjoying a delicious breakfast served in the 
Conical Grill Restaurant, which offers stylish 
dining with gorgeous views across the golf course 
and surrounding area.

 PICK A PACKAGES 
If you’d prefer to opt for a set package rather 
than a tailored wedding plan, the £2,500 Pure 
Wedding Package includes an arrival drink, 
three-course meal with tea and/or coffee, a toast 
drink and venue hire. Experienced wedding 
coordinators will be on hand to assist you with 
every aspect of planning your big day. In addition 
to Pure, there are three other fabulous packages 
catering to all your needs: The Tudor Classic, 
In-Style and Complete, which starts at £4,250 
for 50 guests.

Call 01622 632 006, email 
ruxandra.onea@marriotthotels.com or 

visit www.marriotttudorpark.co.uk 
for more information.

@TudorPark

TAKE YOUR PICK
N

BE SPOILT FOR CHOICE WITH A TUDOR PARK WEDDING

Tudor Park in a nutshell
  Licensed for civil ceremonies

  Capacity for 200 guests
  120 hotel rooms

  Licensed gazebo for al fresco nuptials
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 Bubbles on the rocks 
Moet Chandon’s latest release, Moet Chandon Ice Imperial Rose 
is fresh, vibrant and served over ice, making it ideal for outdoor 
Champagne receptions and al fresco toasts. To match the fruity 
drink’s invigorating, crisp finish, the brand’s iconic bottle has 
been given a new look, with a glamorous metallic white gloss 
wrap and a bold pink tie. Sold in Selfridges now, it retails for 
£59.99 a bottle.

Catering news and ideas from 
across the wedding world

Haute hor d’oeuvres 
In 1999 that Michael Collins founded what was to become London’s leading food design and 
events company, Bubble Food. Today it is regarded as the haute couture of the events 
industry, led by chefs trained in Michelin-starred kitchens across Europe.
Operating in London, across the UK and overseas, Bubble offers highly memorable 
experiences for weddings that are innovative, stylish, imaginative and theatrical. 
Combining molecular gastronomic techniques and luxurious ingredients, the company 
loves to offer exquisite catering for beautifully presented big days.
The gastronomic extravaganzas that Bubble Food can create for your wedding guests 
include Umami Bomb canapés, complete with a miniature edible menu, interactive 
woodlands where they must forage in autumn leaves for delicacies, and even a fish and 
chips station featuring salt and vinegar vapour and seaside sounds.
Find out more about Bubble Food’s fine dining by visiting www.bubblefood.com

Food & drink

WHITE KNIGHT’S HAPPY HOUR
Ultra-Premium English Vodka brand White Knight 
has come up with a refreshing take on the classic 
Cosmopolitan for open-air nuptials. Why not treat 
your guests to a fruity al fresco cocktail hour with 
this Summer Punch recipe?

Serves two
50ml Wild Knight Vodka
250ml Cranberry Juice
250ml Lemonade
Citrus Fruit, to taste

Directions
1. In a cocktail shaker, add a few cubes of ice and all the 
liquid ingredients.
2. Into two tumblers add a few cubes of ice, and some 
slices of orange, lemon or lime. 
3. Pour the contents of the shaker into the glasses. Stir 
briefly and enjoy. 

Wild Knight Ultra-Premium English Vodka is produced 
in Norfolk using Norfolk barley. It is single-distilled, 
smooth and pure with no burn. For more information 
visit www.wildknightvodka.co.uk

A taste of Italy

P late up

104 ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

A VERY 

BRITISH 

TIPPLE

Karen Kemp of Kemp & Kemp Catering believes that rustic Italian-style cooking is a 
perfect fit for an informal, hearty wedding breakfast, and decided to share some tips for 
recreating the breezy elegance of a Tuscan reception with us. 
“Start with an antipasti of salads: griddled baby courgettes drizzled with mint oil and 
crumbled feta, cannellini beans with extra virgin olive oil, roasted sweet red and yellow 
peppers with parsley oil and a tomato panzanella bursting with flavour. For a really 
authentic Italian flavour, serve shoulder of pork stuffed with fresh rosemary, softened 
onions and fennel seeds. 
“Deck the tables with overflowing bowls of crispy roast potatoes in rosemary oil, oven-
roasted red onions with balsamic, basil and fennel seed salad, and warm ciabatta bread. 
A simple yet surprising dessert of vanilla ice-cream drizzled with extra virgin olive oil 
and a sprinkling of salt is all you need to finish the meal with a flourish. Buon Appetito!”
For more information on Kemp & Kemp Catering, visit the website
www.kempandkempcatering.co.uk 
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CREATIVE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY FOR THE DISCERNING BRIDE AND GROOM

WWW.MURLEYANDMAPLES.COM                        TEL: 07969 595 137

COVERING THE SOUTH EAST AND LONDON
 HUSBAND AND WIFE TEAM WHO LOVE PHOTOGRAPHING COUPLES IN LOVE

FABULOUS ALL DAY DIGITAL PACKAGES START FROM £1,195.00
‘Perfect pictures, wonderful people. Thank you so so much.’ Sonal, L  Priory, Esse

‘You made our weddin  day so much fun, we wi  e han in  your pictures from e ery wa  in our house, you are part of our 
ama in  memories of a reat day.’ Sarah, uendon Ha , Herts

‘E eryone co ented on how reat you were, thank you for these ri iant shots’ Zoe, Cooling Castle Barn, Kent
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“

“
“

“
The other side 
OF THE LENS

LOCAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHERS OFFER THEIR ADVICE 
AND WHY THEY LOVE CAPTURING YOUR BIG-DAY MOMENTS

MARCUS HOWLETT, 
MARCUS HOWLETT PHOTOGRAPHY
I always advise that a pre-wedding shoot offers you the opportunity to get to know 
your photographer and for them to get to know you and importantly, what you 
like. The best photographers will offer this as a standard. The quality of the service 
I offer couples rests not only in the subtle moments of intimacy, warmth and fun 
which I will capture during the wedding day, also in the personable, friendly and 
trusted reputation I have acquired as a specialist photographer.
The day will be the most exciting day of their lives, and I like to reassure them 
that, during our pre-wedding warm-up and the special day itself, that they, their 
families and their friends will feel comfortable to celebrate while I capture the 
perfect wedding memories that will last them a lifetime.”

HANNAH BLAIR, 
HANNAH BLAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
“I love photographing weddings, you couldn’t meet people on a nicer occasion. 
My favourite part of the day is what I call the ‘princess moment’ when the 
bride puts her dress on – it’s a magical moment and you can often capture every 
emotion during this time, from nerves to excitement.
Offering a personal service is really important to me, I like to get to know my 
couples before the weddings so I know not only what they want from their 
photographs, but also how to keep them relaxed and laughing on the day.  
My aim is to capture the day as it is, rather than dictating it too much, and 
although there are times during the formal photography where poses do need to 
be staged so that they look good, they should also appear relaxed. I aim to be out 
of your way for most of the day, capturing the real moments as they happen.”

You can get in touch with Hannah via email at 
contactme@hannahsperspective.co.uk and view more of her 

work on her website www.hannahsperspective.co.uk

You can get in touch with Marcus via his 
website, www.marcushowlett-photography.co.uk
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Host Your Party Events Ltd 
Exciting Mobile Events With A VeeDub Twist

Based in Matching Green, Essex
Providing you with bespoke mobile event solutions for your wedding, party, 

corporate event, festival and special occasions.

Bespoke Mobile Bar Services   VW Beetle & Camper Van PhotoBooth Hire
   VW Camper Van Cocktail Bar Hire   LED Poseur & Furniture Hire

   Fridge & Cooler Hire   DJ & Disco Services

Covering Hertfordshire, Essex, Cambridge, London & Surrounding Areas. 
Unit 3a Kingston Farm Industrial Units, Downhall Rd, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex, CM17 0RB

info@hostyourparty.co.uk    www.hostyourparty.co.uk
Host Your Party Events Ltd       @Hostyourparty       @Hostyourpartyeventsltd

Chin Chin cocktail bar is a custom made 
mobile bar, dedicated to providing high quality 

liquid refreshment for any occasion. 

Be it weddings, private parties, festivals, public or 
corporate events, we can tailor a hire package that 

fulfi ls your every need and ensures that your
party truly has the WOW factor. 

Call us on: 07745 916 095 or email us on:
info@chinchinmobilecocktailbar.co.uk

Web: www.chinchinmobilecocktailbar.co.uk

Tel: 07807 040360
www.leapinglilybouncycastlesessex.co.uk

www.facebook.com/Leaping-lily-bouncy-castles

WEDDING BOUNCY CASTLE

STUNNING BACKDROP FOR PHOTOS
FUN FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN
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CHEERS
Food & drink

Events expert Charlotte Lintern talks to us about her and her husband's 
new drinks business, Chin Chin Mobile Cocktail Bar

 HOW DID YOU GET STARTED? 
I’ve worked in the events industry for more than 15 years; both across a 
number of high-end catering companies and working at some of the most 
incredible venues I could ever have imagined from Westminster Abbey and 
the Wallace Collection to the incomparable St Paul’s Cathedral. 
Recently, I decided it was time to branch out on my own and start 
something fresh. I had always enjoyed working on the drinks side of things 
– the fusion of liqueur always seemed much more appealing to me, as well 
as the consideration of how it complements food. I also liked the idea of a 
mobile business so that I wasn't tied to one area. 
One day I was looking at some images of mobile bars online to get some 
inspiration. I must have looked at a hundred images of converted VW 
converted camper vans when my husband, who’s a carpenter, turned to 
me and said “I could make you something much better.” Literally a week 
later he turned up on our drive with an old three-berth caravan, and three 
months after that he had created something that was not only a work of art, 
but completely different to anything else in the market. 

 WHAT WEDDING PACKAGES DO YOU OFFER? 
We offer a fully licensed bar, stocking a large range of cocktails, wines, 
beers, spirits and hot and cold soft drinks. We also have a fully integrated 
sound system with PA capabilities perfect for after-dinner speeches. This 
also allows our clients the opportunity to cut out the added expense of a 
DJ. We offer a totally bespoke service to suit all budgets – from special 
cocktails for designed to reflect the bride and groom to having a cash bar, 
and everything in between. 
We live in Kent so we want to promote local produce where we can as 
we have some fantastic vineyards and breweries on our doorstep – perfect 
complements some fragrant cocktails. In terms of the bar itself, we have a 
6ft by 9ft canopy for use during poor weather conditions. There’s an under-
bar heating system for the winter months, as well as integrated ambient 
lighting system for evening use and a back bar refrigeration unit. 
 
 WHICH SPIRITS AND FLAVOURS MAKE THE 
 BEST COMBINATIONS? 
When experimenting with flavour combinations as a beginner, it’s usually 
best to start with white spirits such as white rum, vodka and gin. Brown 
spirits like whisky or brandy are often more complex in nature, so the 
likelihood for flavour clashes is greater. Vodka is the most neutral base and 
works well with strong additions such as chilli, vegetables and citrus. Gin is 
a little more complex, you don't want to smother the natural botanicals but 
instead complement them with subtle flavours such as cucumber or even a 

dash of rose water. As far as rum is concerned it’s simple: use rum, brown 
sugar and mint as your starting point you can’t go wrong. 

 DO YOU OFFER ANY MOCKTAILS FOR 
 CHILDREN AND TEETOTALLERS? 
Absolutely! We offer an extensive mocktail list as we feel that guests should 
feel special and looked after as a guest. Being able to drink something that 
looks like what the adults are drinking makes the kids feel more grown up 
at parties.

 WHAT ARE THE MOST POPULAR COCKTAILS? 
Prosecco-based cocktails are a definite favourite with ladies, for instance, 
our Raspberry Lullaby. Fruity martinis are also a winner, particularly the 
Passion Fruit Martini. 
Men used to be a hard sell when it came to cocktails. However, this has 
changed in recent years. Men are much more likely to put down their pints 
in favour of a cocktail these days. Men usually go for the stronger cocktails. 
Whisky-based drinks are especially popular, with the Old Fashioned 
making a big resurgence, no doubt due to the Don Draper effect. If I were 
to choose a drink for the men at a wedding I would probably go a Dark ’n’ 
Stormy – a rum based concoction, topped off with ginger beer. 

For booking enquiries, call 07745 916 095 or visit the website
www.chinchinmobilecocktailbar.co.uk

This is a modern take on an old 
classic which in turn has become a 
classic itself. Ours has a slight twist 
in that we use salted caramel vodka 
to help round out the bitterness of 
the espresso. 
30ml salted caramel vodka 
30ml coffee liqueur 
70ml freshly brewed espresso coffee 
2 – 3 coffee beans (for decoration)

Pour all of the liquid ingredients in a 
cocktail shaker with ice. Shake until 
the shaker frosts up. Pour through 
a sieve into a martini glass and top 
with a couple of coffee beans.

 ESPRESSO MARTINI RECIPE
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Our packages:
GOLD

- Dog boarding night before wedding
- Bring your dog to the chosen venue

- Boarding wedding night
SILVER

- Dog boarding night before wedding
- Bring your dog to the chosen venue

- Doggy drop off  in the evening
BRONZE

- Bring your dog to the venue on your big day

Contact us for more details
Sally Rosser 

Mobile: 07811 244811   sally.rosser@btinternet.com   www.walkiesatweddings.co.uk

Walkies at Weddings
Walkies at Weddings is a bespoke wedding service which involves 

your dog on the biggest day of your life....
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Emma Cooper-Hart

Treating you and your guests with the utmost respect
kindness and calm. Le ing nothing to chance 

I will ensure your day runs as you wish. 
I will be there for you! 

yourladytoastmaster@outlook.com

, 
av

. 
 

Your Lady Toastmaster
Turning your day into a dream day

01268 554136

Krystyna Thompson

www.ladyweddingtoastmaster-essex.com

A Fellow of the Guild of 
Professional Toastmasters

Expert planning advice and 
guidance in the lead-up to your 
big day

The extra “touch of class” and 
style that will make the occasion 
truly memorable.

Email:  dpearson@guild-of-toastmasters.co.uk
Web: http://dptoastmaster.sharepoint.com

David J Pearson
Toastmaster and Master of Ceremonies

Tel: 020 8863 7291
Mobile: 07738 991 685
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I do“ ”
HOW SOPHIE

AND JON SAID

We met in a bar for a mutual friend’s birthday 
when we were 17. When I first saw Jon at 
the bar she thought he was good looking and 
had a nice tan – well, not bad for a ginger! He 
also seemed shy and reserved which was what 
attracted me to him the most. Little did I know, 
he was even shyer than he looked. He couldn’t 
even pluck up the courage to ask me for my 
number, as he thought I was out of his league. 
The next day, he did the manly thing and asked 
my friend for it.

We were together for nine years before the 
proposal. However we were so young when we 
got together that it didn’t feel like a long time. 
Following tradition, Jon took Sophie’s parents 
out for a meal to ask their permission – it must 
have been a nice meal as they said yes!
We’d planned a trip to Paphos to coincide with 
our ninth anniversary. We both love Cyprus, 
having been there numerous times, so Jon knew 
it would be the perfect place to pop the question. 
He decided to get a ‘proposal’ ring, so that I 
could choose her dream ring when we were back 
in the UK.
On the day of our nine-year anniversary, we went 

for an evening stroll towards the harbour, during 
which Jon spotted a jetty lit up by spotlights. It 
looked the perfect place to propose. Knowing 
nothing of his plans, I wasn’t so keen to explore 
what was at the end, as it would “just be more 
sea and rocks.” After a little bit of coaxing, we 
made it to the end of the jetty, Jon got down on 
one knee and with tears in my eyes I said yes.

It was important for us to have a venue 
that could accommodate the ceremony and 
reception, and Cooling Castle Barn provided 
the perfect setting for this. On our first visit we 
were blown away by the castle turrets. Despite 
this impressive entrance, the venue has a very 
warm and cosy feel to it – just what was needed 
for a winter wedding. There are also 17 rooms on 
site, which meant family and friends could stay 
once the celebration was over and enjoy breakfast 
with us as the new Mr and Mrs Chambers the 
next morning.

Knowing that we couldn’t guarantee sunshine 
in the UK, we decided on a winter wedding. 
We also wanted our families to have something 
to look forward to after Christmas. When it 

Sophie, 27 and Jon, 27 decided to 
host their entire big day at 

Cooling Castle Barn because 
of its impressive – 

yet intimate – atmosphere
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Real wedding
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came to decorating the venue, we were keen to 
make sure it reflected the season. Hence the colour 
scheme of white, silver and grey. We also wanted to 
make sure it was sentimental to us, so we used our 
table names as a way to tell our story as a couple. 
Each table name was given a number that reflected 
our journey together. For example, 9 years together 
before proposing, or 170 miles for the distance we 
were apart whilst at different universities. 

Picking my bridesmaids was an easy choice. I 
chose three girls – none of whom were divas: my 
best friend from school Vicki; my cousin Maddy, 
who I grew up with and my sister-in-law Joanna. 
All three bridesmaids wore floor-length grey dresses 
by David’s Bridal, accompanied by faux fur shrugs. 
I wanted them all to feel confident and comfortable 
in what they were wearing and I think these dresses 
did that. All three looked beautiful on the day.

During the ceremony, we had string quartet 
versions of some of our favourite songs playing, 
ranging from Eric Clapton to Oasis. For the 

wedding breakfast, we chose swing music which 
went down a treat, particularly with the older 
generation! When it came to the reception, we 
were keen to have a party atmosphere from the 
start so we told our DJ no slow songs were allowed. 
Our choice of entertainment also reflected this 
atmosphere, as we had a photo booth with a huge 
wardrobe of fancy dress items. This was a real hit 
with our guests as they got to take away a memento 
photo of the day, and we also got to keep the 
hilarious copies, which got funnier and more risqué 
as the night went on.

The whole day was absolutely fantastic, and it 
could not have gone better. Even the weather was 
on our side, with the photos and wedding video 
looking like a bright summer’s day.
After the traditional first dance to Jack Johnson’s 
Better Together, we decided to dedicate the second 
dance – My Girl by The Temptations – to the father 
of the bride which meant a lot to him and appears 
to be one of the enduring memories for our guests.
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WEDDING DRESS: 
A Sophia Tolli dress from Confetti & 
Lace confettiandlace.com 
GROOM’S OUTFIT: 
Debenhams debenhams.com 
BRIDESMAIDS: 
David’s Bridal davidsbridal.co.uk 
HAIR AND MAKE-UP: 
SJB Hair & Makeup 
sjbhairandmakeup.co.uk 
VENUE AND CATERING: 
Cooling Castle Barn 
coolingcastlebarn.com
CAKE: 
Cake it Away cake-it-away.co.uk 
FLOWERS: 
Confetti Connections 
confetticonnections.co.uk 
ENTERTAINMENT: 
Photo Booth from Julian 
Austin Photography 
julianaustinphotography.co.uk 
PHOTOGRAPHER:
 Matt Rock mattrockphotography.com 
VIDEOGRAPHER: 
Anneka Ireland 
annekairelandvideography.co.uk 

SOPHIE AND JON'S

Little Black Book
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BRIGHT, NATURAL AND 
RELAXED WEDDING 

PHOTOGRAPHY

Becky captures beautiful, natural and 
timeless images of your wedding day, 

to treasure for a lifetime. 

Now taking bookings for 
2017 and 2018

www.beckyharleyphotography.co.uk
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DJ MARK ANDREW 
SPECIALIZING IN WEDDINGS, 
ENGAGEMENTS AND PARTIES

CATERING FOR ALL YOU MUSIC NEEDS

WWW.DJMARKANDREW.CO.UK 
TEL: 07725847125 / 07749938651 

E-MAIL: MARKRICKARDS1210@HOTMAIL.COM 
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/DJ-MARK-ANDREW-212873615710644/

10 % DISCOUNT WHEN USING PROMO CODE WEDDINGEVENT12

YOUR WEDDING DAY IS THE MOST IMPORTANT DAY OF YOUR LIFE. THERE IS 
NOTHING BETTER THAN CONFIRMING YOUR LOVE IN FRONT OF YOUR FRIENDS AND 

FAMILY. THERE REALLY IS NO BETTER REASON TO HAVE A CELEBRATION. WE OFFER A 
SPECIALIST SERVICE DESIGNED TO MAKE YOUR DAY AS MEMORABLE AS POSSIBLE.

ESTABLISHED IN 2005 WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON PROVIDING CUSTOMERS WITH 
THE BEST ENTERTAINMENT EXPERIENCE POSSIBLE. OUR AIM IS TO MAKE THE 

BIGGEST DAY OF YOUR LIFE AN EVENT TO REMEMBER.

www.ultimateentertainment.org.uk

T: 01245 328015 M: 07828 827759
E: JAMES@ULTIMATEENTERTAINMENT.ORG.UK

FOLLOW US ON: FACEBOOK OR TWITTER
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Entertainment

HOW DID YOU GET TOGETHER?
The band formed 10 years ago, originally 
just to play in pubs and live music venues 
around east Kent. It was myself on drums, 
Neil on lead vocals, Stacy on backing 
vocals and a few other musician friends 
I was working with at the time. We were 
called Soul’d Out back then and had one 
less member. After about a year we had a 
line-up change – sadly losing Neil as our 
lead vocalist – and added a saxophone, 
which meant we could experiment with a 
more authentic soul sound. We decided 
to change our name to The Soul Monkeys 
because people were getting our name 
confused with the expression ‘sold out’ 
and thought there were no tickets left 
for our gigs! With the name change 
came a new focus, and we began to take 
bookings for weddings and parties. We 
were getting great feedback from our 
clients, so we decided to make weddings 
our top priority. Neil returned as our lead 
vocalist almost three years ago and Olly, 
our newest member makes seven. 
The line-up is the strongest it has ever 
been and we love playing together. 
There’s something very special about 
being asked to provide music for a 

wedding, and we feel honoured to have 
played a part in the celebrations of 
hundreds of clients over the years.

COULD YOU EXPLAIN THE OTHER 
ENTERTAINMENT OPTIONS OFFERED? 
Value for money is important to our 
clients and hiring a DJ on top of a 
band can be expensive, so we offer a 
free disco as part of the package. We 
encourage our clients and their guests 
to email us song requests for the disco 
for a completely personalised music 
experience between the band sets. Over 
recent years we have seen an increase 
in couples also wanting live music 
during the day for the ceremony, drinks 
reception or wedding breakfast. Stacy 
and Steve have their own acoustic duo 
with guitar and vocals, which is becoming 
a very popular choice. They are masters 
at creating a background ambience while 
guests mix and mingle, playing a wide 
range of chilled-out romantic songs. 
If you’re looking for something a bit 
different then a solo sax set from Dave 
is perfect. He wanders freely around the 
guests serenading them with his smooth 
jazz and swing set. Both options are a 
great way of making some extra special 
musical additions to the day. The good 
thing is that we are always open to 
discussions with our clients about their 
musical needs. If they have something 
particular in mind we can usually make it 
happen!

WHAT MUSIC INSPIRES YOUR SOUND?
There have been so many amazing artists 
over the years who’ve been a source of 
inspiration. We love to play the classics 
through to today's floor fillers. I think I’d 
describe our sound as funky soul and 

we definitely have taken influence from 
artists like Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye, 
Otis Redding, Earth, Wind and Fire and 
Aretha Franklin, as well as more modern 
sounds like Bruno Mars and even Olly 
Murs.

DO YOU ADD NEW SONGS TO YOUR 
REPERTOIRE REGULARLY?
We’ve spent the last 10 years building our 
repertoire and have quite an extensive 
list. There are some tried and tested 
classics that tend to stay in our set year 
after year, and happily they still pack 
the dance floor – if they didn't they'd 
be ‘retired.’ We also like to add in new 
songs to keep it fresh and exciting. Every 
once in a while a song comes along – 
like Uptown Funk – and you think “we 
just have add that one in!” We also like 
to change songs round a bit to 'monkey' 
them up. We've had fun doing that over 
the years. 

Entertainment

To discuss bookings with Roy, call 07767 334 084, email roygolding15@gmail.com or visit www.thesoulmonkeys.com

BEST SONGS FOR…
The band to play: It’s so hard to 
choose. I think we all have our 
favourites for different reasons. One 
of mine has to be Shake a Tail Feather 
by Ray Charles because it’s such a feel-
good song.
First dance: Currently, Thinking Out 
Loud by Ed Sheeran or Amazed by 
Lonestar. However, I'd say that Let’s 
Stay Together by Al Green has got to 
be one of the all-time favourites. A real 
soul classic that will continue to stand 
the test of time.  
Father-of-the-Brides’ dance: My Girl 
by The Temptations is always a good 
choice. Have a listen to the lyrics – it 
speaks for itself! 

wires
Live
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Soul Monkeys’ member Roy 
Golding tells us about the 
band’s musical influences 

and why they’ve made 
weddings a priority
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Entertainment

PLAY MY SONG
DALE WALTERS OF IDEAL ENTERTAINMENT TELLS US HOW HE 

GETS THE WEDDING PARTY STARTED

 HOW CAN A BRIDE AND GROOM 
 TAILOR THE WEDDING RECEPTION 
 MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT TO 
 THEIR TASTES? 

My DJ set-up comes in black or white 
with numerous lighting options. If 
none of them fit the bride and groom’s 
expectations, I’m more than happy to 
liaise with them further so that we can 
meet their needs.
 
 ASIDE FROM THE DJ SERVICE, WHAT  
 EXTRAS DO YOU OFFER? 

I can offer my system to couples earlier 
in the day if bride and groom wish 
to use it for background music at the 
ceremony, and I can offer a PA system 
for the speeches, complete with wireless 
microphones.

 HOW DO YOU MANAGE THE NIGHT 
 SO THAT THE COUPLE CAN REMAIN 
 STRESS-FREE TO ENJOY THE 
 EVENING WITH THEIR GUESTS? 

When couples book me six months 
prior to the big day, I meet with them 
to discuss orders of the day and music 
choices. In terms of billing, I offer a few 
different options so that they can 
choose whichever payment plan is 
easiest for them.

 WE'VE ALL BEEN AT WEDDINGS 
 WHERE WE'VE REQUESTED A TRACK 
 AND NOT HAD IT PLAYED - WHAT'S 
 YOUR POLICY ON TAKING GUEST 
 REQUESTS, AND HOW EXTENSIVE IS 
 YOUR CATALOGUE OF TUNES? 

My music catalogue covers a wide 
variety of genres and artists. If a request 
is made for a song I don’t have, I’m 
happy to download music to my 
playlist, a process which normally takes 
around 20 minutes, so I can confirm any 
requests will be played in approximately 
of 20 minutes!

 DO YOU TRY TO PLEASE ALL 
 GENERATIONS WITH YOUR 
 OFFERING? AND HOW DO YOU 
 TAILOR YOUR PLAYLIST TO KEEP 
 GUESTS ON THEIR FEET ALL NIGHT? 

When I meet the bride and groom 
one of my first questions is about the 
age range of the guest to gauge any 
generational chart favourites.
My music range is extensive, so if the 
music is or isn’t working for the guests, 

I experiment with the crowd so that I 
can adapt my playlist in the best way 
possible. If people are drifting towards 
their seats, I'll play a fast-paced number, 
other times a popular slow song will get 
guests dancing. You just need to read 
the crowd.

 
Luther Vandross’ So Amazing has 
meaningful lyrics, making it the 
perfect wedding dance song.

Stevie Wonder- Isn't She Lovely 
is perfect for proud dads.

 
Lots of party songs go down 
a treat, like Earth Wind Fire’s 

September and Michael 
Jackson’s Motown classics. 

Show Me Love by Robin S.

 
Kool and The Gang’s Oops 

Upside Your Head is fun, and 
gets people dancing.

 
My favourite song for closing 

the night on a high is Take That’s 
Never Forget; it gets everyone 
– old and young – on their feet 

and singing their hearts out.
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IDEAL
ENTERTAINMENT

Music for special occasions
Wedding DJ specialist

Tel: 07930227769
Email: dale_walters@hotmail.com

www.facebook.com/idealentertainmentdj

100 o  if o  ote i ealwe in mweo er

My name is Dale Walters and I run Ideal Entertainment, providing music and lighting for 
special occasions.  I have been a DJ for 10 years, catering for all types of parties in a variety 

of environments. I have a wide selection of music, but any new requests are always welcome. 
I visit the bride and groom-to-be prior to the big day to discuss any issues or 

special requests, ensuring your day is stress free!
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For those that know they can dance 
And for those that think they can't...

FIRST DANCES
HEN PARTY DANCE CLASSES

BRIDAL PARTY ROUTINES
'SURPRISE THE BRIDE' DANCES

FLASHMOBS

DANCE TO YOUR FAVOURITE SONG
SIMPLE MOVEMENT CLASSES OR 
CHOREOGRAPHED ROUTINES

LESSONS TAILORED TO YOUR 
NEEDS AND ABILITY

CALL HAYLEY ON: 07834467136 
EMAIL: AYITADANCEACADEMY@OUTLOOK.COM 

OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.AYITA.CO.UK 
IDTA QUALIFIED - CRB CHECKED -

 OVER 25 YEARS DANCING EXPERIENCE

WEDDING DANCE TUITION

AYITA
DANCE ACADEMY

VINTAGE MOBILE 
PHOTOBOOTH INSIDE 
A CLASSIC LONDON 

TAXI CAB

 QUIRKY & FUN PROPS
 UNLIMITED VISITS 

AND PRINTS FOR 
YOUR GUESTS
 RED CARPET 

 FULL SET UP AT 
YOUR CHOSEN VENUE

WWW.CAMERACAB.CO.UK

HELLO@CAMERACAB.CO.UK    07501140598

for weddings and special occasions 
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Essex Wedding Awards
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 (Competition terms and conditions apply; please contact the Essex Wedding Awards for a copy of all exclusions).

The Essex Wedding Awards is delighted to announce that this year their glittering gala awards 

night will be staged at the fabulous Orsett Hall Hotel on 24th November 2016,  where the 

very best among Essex wedding professionals will be acknowledged for the excellent products 

and services they provide for Essex couples. If you are an Essex based wedding business and 

proud of the service you provide for couples planning their most important day, then make 

sure you enter before our closing date! We welcome entries from all Essex based wedding 

services and suppliers that have been trading for a minimum of 12 months and who have a 

business address within the county

We are proud to be supported by key businesses within the wedding sector, including The 

Main Event Wedding Shows Ltd, incorporating Absolute Bridal Magazine, Essex, Southend 

and Thurrock CC registration services and we are sponsored by Greenwoods Hotel & Spa and 

of course the fabulous Orsett Hall Hotel. For information about entering our awards please 

contact a member of the EWA team today to find out more on 01622 474011 Good luck! 

The Essex Wedding Awards are proud and excited to back again for 2016 and we 

are already on the hunt to find this year’s Most Romantic Couple in Essex with a 

wonderful prize on offer in our free to enter competition. 

Two lucky winners will win a fabulous overnight luxury break courtesy of Greenwoods Hotel 

& Spa and all you have to do is send us your love story!  To obtain your entry form simply 

visit our website www.essexweddingawards.co.uk print off the romantic couple entry form 

and send it to us along with your written love story, the most romantic story will be judged as 

our winner and here is what the winning pair will receive at Greenwoods Hotel & Spa.

“A heavenly overnight stay in one of their sumptuous rooms, complimentary use of all 

our Spa facilities including the 20 metre lap indoor pool, Jacuzzi sauna, steam room 

and fully equipped fitness centre and you will also each enjoy one their fabulous spa 

back massages. Afterwards you can enjoy a fabulous 3 course meal in the wonderful 

Ellis ‘s restaurant and then retire to your room where a bottle of chilled champagne 

will be awaiting you and, in the morning before you depart, each enjoy one of their 

delicious breakfasts”

Simply send the Essex Wedding Awards your completed entry form and all this could 

be yours! 
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Now in their 5th Year!
The Essex Wedding Awards are back for 2016 

If you are a wedding professional offering an 
excellent product or service to the couples of Essex, 
gain the recognition you deserve and enter 
The Essex Wedding Awards today! 

please visit www.essexweddingawards.co.uk
or speak to a member of the team on 01622 474011

Could you be Essex’s Most Romantic Couple?
Last year’s winners won a fantastic Spa Weekend at Greenwoods 
Hotel & Spa, which included champagne and dinner for two and were 
invited, as our guests, to attend the gala awards evening at Parklands, 
Quendon Hall to receive their prize! 

For your chance to win all this, for 2016, download our 
Romantic Couple entry form at www.essexweddingawards.co.uk 
and start writing now!

Image courtesy of eXpression Photography

Find us on Facebook and Twitter

Organised bySupporters

Sponsors Media Partner

Publishers of 

Prize Sponsor

Be part of our big day!
24th November 2016  |  Orsett Hall Hotel

Host Sponsor

Very Simply, The Best

The Essex Wedding Awards_FPA_AB22.indd   1 20/03/2016   18:47
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Hen parties
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Keep calm and pamper on
Want a relaxing hen weekend? Our pick of the UK’s best spa destinations will 

help you find the right one for you and the girls

Macdonald Hotel group, 
nationwide
The Macdonald Hotel group feature unique spa 
sanctuaries at 23 selected luxury hotels located in 
desirable settings throughout the country. From 
the rolling hills of Scotland to the splendour of the 
South of England, every spa sanctuary offers the 
opportunity for wellness: to revitalise, rejuvenate and 
relax with a choice of luxury treatments, relaxing 
therapies and state-of-the-art fitness facilities.  
How much? From £60pp for a spa day; from £99pp 
for a spa break
We recommend… An Escape Afternoon Tea Spa 
Day at the Macdonald Craxton Wood Hotel & Spa
For more information www.macdonaldhotels.co.uk

Titanic, Yorkshire
Nestled deep within the natural landscape of Pennine Yorkshire sits the 
multi-award-winning Titanic Spa; a beautifully restored textile mill offering 
state-of-the-art health and wellbeing facilities. A celebrity favourite, Titanic 
Spa possesses a wealth of renewable energy sources and eco-friendly 
strategies to ensure our planet benefits as much as the guests themselves. 
Facilities include a Leisure Club with a state-of-the-art gym, a salt regulated 
swimming pool with a Hydrozone and underwater music, crystal steam 
bath, ice room, plunge pool and luxury guest apartments.
How much? £79pp for a spa day; £129pp for spa break
We recommend… The Titanic Heat & Ice Experience
For more information www.titanicspa.com

Moddershall Oaks, Staffordshire
Located in the historical town of Stone and surrounded by 72 acres of 
stunning countryside and a tranquil lake, Moddershall Oaks provides the 
ideal destination for a warm and welcoming spa break. This country retreat 
boasts 10 luxurious spa suites and a recent extension has given the getaway 
an inviting selection of facilities including a vitality spa pool, Finnish kelo 
sauna cabin, feature showers, outdoor log fire to keep guests warm and snug 
whatever the season. The new express beauty suite, The Snug, has been a 
huge hit for private parties and pampering sessions. 
How much? From £75pp for a spa day; from £234.50pp for a spa break
We recommend… The Yummy Gourmet Spa Break
For more information www.moddershalloaks.com

Three Horseshoes Country Inn 
& Spa, Staffordshire
The Three Horseshoes Inn & Country Spa 
opened its first major spa facility, The Millwheel 
Spa offering a range of UK first spa experiences 
such as The Beach Hut, the Farmer’s Sauna, the 
Stone Bath and an Exclusive Hen Party Package. 
The new spa facilities make The Three Horseshoes 
a truly luxury destination, as well as a major 
tourist attraction within the Staffordshire 
Peak District.  
How much? From £79pp for a spa day; from 
£135pp for a spa break
We recommend… The Cleopatra Body Treatment
For more information www.millwheelspa.co.uk

Sorbet, London
Sorbet, a beauty therapy hub, delivers a wide range 
of high quality beauty treatments to men and 
women. First founded in South Africa, Sorbet has 
over 150 salons across the region, with the opening 
of Sorbet, Muswell Hill and Crouch Hill being 
their first two in the UK. Sorbet’s services extend 
from manicures and pedicures to wax and 
skincare treatments, all delivered at the most 
affordable prices. 
How much? Treatment prices range between £15 
and £60 each
We recommend… The Dermalogica Ultra 
Calming Skin Treatment
For more information www.sorbetsalons.co.uk  

Hen parties

124 ABSOLUTE BRIDAL

Stunning 
grounds 

and outdoor 
facilities

 The UK’s 

eco-spa 

 Packages 
for hen 

parties of 
all sizes 

 Perfect 
for a capital 

city hen 
weekend 

 Find a 
destination 

near you 
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Quote ABM 
booking reference

 to receive
10% discount!

A Jukebox is a great alternative to a DJ if you are looking for something 
different. Maybe you are having a themed wedding or event and a vintage 
Jukebox would be the perfect compliment? A Jukebox can also support 

bands, whilst they take their break, your guests can use the Jukebox to pick 
their favourite music to continue dancing to.

 Jukeboxes are currently making a huge come back, because they give your 
guests something great to look at, talk about and what better, 

something technical to play with.

 We supply the coolest looking vintage digital touch screen Jukebox around, 
supplied with a library of over 28,000 tracks and all you have to do is make 

up some playlists and off you go! Your guest's can add their favourite 
songs as your evening progresses enabling everyone to hear 

their chosen song throughout your event.  

 We can load any special songs of your choosing before your event and there 
is never a moments silence because if the music runs out the Jukebox's 

comes with a top of the range sound system and lighting.

 What better way to have a full interactive disco where 
you and your guest's are the DJ!

 
PRICES START FROM £295

We deliver all over the South East of England. Jukebox hire Essex, London, 
Hertfordshire, Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Cambridgeshire, Suffolk, Norfolk.

 
T: 08002 940506 / 01268 526812   M: 07723 370784

E: info@trez-entertainment.co.uk  www.trez-entertainment.co.uk
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What made you decide to become 
a wedding planner?
I love weddings! It all started with my own 
wedding in 2001; I just got so into all of 
the nitty gritty and décor of the day – the 
turning point for me was realising how 
much you could transform a venue space 
if you had a vision. Everyone said that it 
was a brilliant day and I really felt I’d found 
my calling. So I enrolled in a home course 
in Events Management through Brighton 
University. I established myself by planning 
friends’ weddings, as I wanted to start out 
slow. At the time, I was also working in an 
office to supplement my income. In 2007, 
I took the plunge with the business and 
started planning full-time.

How long does the average 
wedding take to plan?
It really varies depending on the size 
of a wedding and what it is they’d like 
me to do. If it’s a full wedding, with 
entertainment and catering, a year is best, 
as you need to book up venues, bands 
and suppliers well in advance. However, 
for basic venue décor and floristry, I’d say 
that six months is the ideal timescale. 
The six-month point is when you start 
getting all of your ideas together; I find if 
you start earlier, brides are likely to change 
their mind about what they want. So this 
is the point I’ll have my initial in-depth 
meeting with a couple.

What sort of couples do you 
usually find yourself working with?
It’s a real mixture – some people with no 
upper limit to their budgets, others come 
to me asking what I can do for £2,500 
and sometimes a bride will just want help 
with smaller details. The clients who want 
me to plan the full wedding tend to be 
business people who are too busy to work 

on it all themselves, so I do the legwork. 
On the other hand, I’ve also worked 
together with young mums who are just 
need a bit of help with pulling everything.

How do you make sure that the 
wedding you plan reflects the 
couples’ personalities?
I like to meet the couple in their home to 
get an idea of what they like. For example, 
if their home is minimalist, I know that 
they won’t want a fussy wedding; if they 
have fresh flowers in vases, I know that 
the floristry is going to be a big deal, and 
so on. I’ll sit and talk to them together, 
as this is how I’ll tease out details about 
them: maybe she loves butterflies and 
he likes motocross, perhaps they both 
like to travel. I always ask ‘What do your 
guests associate with you?’ It really helps 
to discover these qualities as it gives you 
something to work with. For instance I 
planned the wedding of a pilot and air 
hostess, so their table plan was laid 
out on the wing of a plane and the 
flower arrangements on the tables all 
had toy planes within them. Another 

couple was crazy about Disney, but didn’t 
want their wedding to be too predictable, 
so we got big fishbowls and made little 
scenes inside them, like a little frog with 
a crown. It’s all about finding a more 
nuanced twist on their interests and what 
brought them together. 

What's the most important piece of 
advice you give couples?
Wedding insurance, without a doubt. 
You wouldn’t spend this much on a car or 
holiday without insuring it, and there are 
so many suppliers and outside factors to 
rely on with a wedding. You don’t want to 
have to find that money again.

What are the biggest wedding 
trends of the moment?
Three-foot helium balloons! You can 
get them with confetti inside and even 
wrap them in chiffon. A lot of people 
are draping fabric from the ceiling, with 
lighting. I think because a lot of venues 
have chairs which don’t need chair covers 
now, couples are using the spare money 
to create a look that works well with 
indoor photography. It’s quite an ’80s look.

What’s the strangest request you’ve 
ever had?
The oddest thing is definitely a cake on 
a swing! It had to be suspended in the 
air, and the only way I could do it was 
using a child’s swing; replacing the seat 
for something more secure. It was quite 
nerve-wracking, but the biggest challenge 
was keeping the kids away from it!

Planning

THE FINER

Pauline Edwards of PED Events gives Absolute Bridal 
an insight into the world of wedding planning 

To make wedding enquiries, call 
Pauline on 07411 332 121, email 

info@pedevents.co.uk or visit 
www.pedevents.co.uk

DETAILS
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Wedding Coor dinator s, 
Designers & Planners

We do as much or  a little as you nee d

Tel: 07411332121   www.pedevents.co.uk

Befor e

After

T: 07534 411155  E: info@re  ectionphotobooths.co.uk  F: @re  ectionphotobooths

our guests will have so much fun using our booth  mirror and 
dressing up with our large variety of props! 

reen Screen   
2 Booth ssistants    

Photo lbum & SB 
nlimited isits 

ideo essaging   
ed Carpet  

P Presentation   
uge Prop & 

Costume Box & 
much much more...
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A MAGIC NUMBER
Chester Barrie AW16

www.chesterbarrie.co.uk

Autograph suit, 
Marks and Spencer

www.marksandspencer.com

TM Lewin SS16
www.tmlewin.co.uk

Bright blue suit, 
River Island
www.riverisland.com

The three-piece suit has never been more popular – here’s how your groom can wear it his way

Grooms.indd   128 17/07/2016   12:08



Grooms

OUTFIT ADD ONS…

129AUTUMN 2016

Black-tie bow tie, 
£12, Jacamo
www.jacamo.co.uk 

THE BEST WAISTCOATS TO 
COMPLETE YOUR LOOK

1. Navy tweed classic waistcoast, £24.99, 
TK Maxx www.tkmaxx.com
2. Luxury reverse check waistcoat, £69, 
Marks & Spencer www.marksandspencer.com
3. Kenneth Cole blue slim- t waistcoat, 
£55, House of Fraser www.hof.co.uk

1. 

2. 

3.

SAVE

SPEND

SPLURGE

hinestone cuf ink and tiepin set, 
£10, Burton

www.burton.co.uk

Brown leather shoes, 
£39.99, TK Maxx
www.tkmaxx.com

Pique slim- t white shirt, 
£89, Jigsaw

www.jigsaw-online.com

Tartan bow tie, 
£10, Burton

www.burton.co.uk

Patterned tie, 
£10, Topman
www.topman.com

Shirt and tie set, 
£22, Next
www.next.co.uk

Clip oat jacquard shirt, 
£26, Debenhams
www.debenhams.com 

Floral tie, 
£20, House of Fraser
www.hof.co.uk 

Navy brogues, 
£32, Burton 

www.burton.co.uk

French oral shirt, 40, 
John Rocha for Debenhams

www.debenhams.com
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Tel: 01376 349899
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Grooms

1
2

4

6

3

555

Silver metal chain watch, 
£25, Burton

www.burton.co.uk 

Automatic skeleton dial watch, 
£140, Hammond & Co by 

Patrick Grant for Debenhams 
www.debenhams.com 

  The Engineered watch in ink  
 and silver, £125, Unknown

www.unknownwatches.com 

 Ice Forever White watch, 
 £59.99, Argos

 www.argos.co.uk

Brown leather analogue 
watch, £34.99, TK Maxx

www.tkmaxx.com

Grey square case watch, 
£30, River Island
www.riverisland

Brown leather watch, 
£25, Next

www.next.co.uk 

Chronograph watch, 
£95, Fred Bennett

www.fredbennett.co.uk

Rose gold watch, 
£25, Topman

www.topman.com

Personalised pocket watch, 
£36, Littlewoods

www.littlewoods.com 

LEFF Amsterdam tube steel 
watch, £149, Amara
www.amara.com

SPLURGE

SPEND

SAVE

The bride can be fashionably late, but the 
groom has no excuse! Get him to 

the church on time with one of 
these sophisticated watches

Face
TIME
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T: 07786 921184
W: www.huntercoaching.co.uk
E: info@huntercoaching.co.uk 

    @huntercoaching        @HunterEmmaKL

Worried about an aspect of your wedding? 
My role is to work with you to take the 

worry out of your day
 

I have worked with brides, grooms 
and family members to:

- deal with tricky relatives
 

Providing Vintage & Classic Wedding cars 
for all types of ceremonies

Please visit our website for price and availability

T: 01376 583373    M: 077499763154  
E: ian@nixons.uk.com

www.nixons.uk.com

with

Big Savings on 
Multi Car Packages

Please See our Website 
for Full Details and 
Call for Availability

Aisle of Dreams Wedding Cars Finalists at 
The Kent Wedding Awards 2013, 2014, 2015

Kent’s only all lady 
chauffeur team

www.aisleofdreamscars.co.uk 
Email: aisleofdreamscars@yahoo.co.uk

Tel: 01622  743744
07986455357
 07803700070
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Speeches

“
I don’t believe that there’s a perfect time to write a wedding speech. 
Some speeches – such as my husband’s! – were written on the 
morning of the wedding, and it was superb. However, I believe the 
kind of person who can pull this off is someone who knows they’re 
comfortable speaking in front of a large audience and has probably 
had the opportunity to practise public speaking frequently in their 
work or social life. 

If your groom-to-be, father or friend is apprehensive about giving their speech, 
then my advice to them would be to write the speech four to six weeks prior to the 
wedding, in order to have sufficient time to work on its delivery. The majority of 
clients I work with write their speech three to four weeks before the big day, and then 
have an appointment with me once a week for one to two hours. A coach will assist 
their client in developing confidence, maintaining eye contact, adjust pacing, tone 
and volume, give help with gestures and generally make the client feel comfortable 
when asked to do public speaking. 
The best way to practise initially is on one’s own, out loud, in front of a mirror. It’s not 
good enough to read it over and over again in silence – it must be done out loud. 
Once the individual believes that they’ve rehearsed it enough times on their own, 
the next step is to do it in front of a brutally honest family member or close friend. 
In the week before the wedding, they should continue to practise the speech, 
either with family members or a coach. They should try to keep this week relatively 
stress-free. With careful planning during the months and weeks before the wedding, 
relaxation and fun will ease the run-up to the final toast.”

Say it right
Public speaking coach Emma Hunter shares tips on how to turn a groom, 

best man or father-of-the-bride toast into a crowd pleaser

Top 10 
confidence tips 

1 Be yourself. Just speak as you would normally 
speak. If you are not a naturally funny person, 

don’t feel that you have to change and become 
this very funny person for 10 minutes. 

2 Try to write your speech yourself. It may 
not sound as sincere as if you don’t write it 

yourself, and you may not be comfortable with it. 
However, if you are finding it very difficult, you 
may want to employ a friend or speech writer to 
assist you with it.

3 Give yourself enough time to prepare your 
speech. If you’re apprehensive about delivering 

the speech, give yourself three to four weeks to 
practise it. 

4 Converse with your audience. They want the 
speaker to talk just as directly as if they were 

in a chat, in the same manner, but with greater 
force and energy.

5 Practise making your voice strong. Ensure 
that everyone in the dining room will be able 

to hear you. 

6 If you have a tendency to speak too fast, 
too slow, or in monotone, practise in front 

of someone else. Work with a friend, family 
member or coach to eradicate this for the big day. 

7 Good posture is essential. Shoulders back, 
stand up straight and look comfortable!

8 Think of your body language. I advise all 
my client’s to watch the second-most-viewed 

TED talk on YouTube: Amy Cuddy speaking on 
Body Language. It’s just fabulous! 

9 Everyone’s rooting for you. Remember that 
the guests all want you to do well. 

10       And last but not least… You may never 
have to do this again!

How to calm nerves on the day

Mindfulness is a technique which has gained huge popularity around the 
world, and I believe it works. 

Take yourself off to a quiet room on your own, and think calmly about the day.
Think about the amount of practice that you’ve put into the speech. This 

should give you confidence that it will go well.
If you’ve used a coach, think about how much you’ve developed over the 

past few weeks – 99% of those that I’ve worked with are truly comfortable 
giving their speech on the day. In exceptional cases, I’ve been asked to be at 
the wedding, to give the groom, best man or father-of-the-bride additional 
confidence on the day. 

Photograph courtesy of Gavin Conlan: www.gavinconlan.com
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Styling

The Canary Islands is a volcanic 
Spanish archipelago located off 
the southern coast of Morocco. 

Experiencing a consistent annual 
temperature of 22°C, the seven islands 
offer the perfect weather for a honeymoon. 
After only a four-and-a-half hour journey 
from London, holidaying newlyweds can 
expect to see sub-tropical jungles, dramatic 
mountain scenery, gorgeous beaches, and 
the clearest skies on the planet upon their 
arrival. This island group provides a truly 
unique setting to enjoy a range of activities, 
making it the ideal destination for a nature-
loving couple looking for adventure. 

LANZAROTE – 
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
Offering a chance to experience moonlike 
landscapes covered with ashes and lava, 
unlike any of the other islands in the 
archipelago, Lanzarote offers a distinctive 
setting for couples to enjoy a range of 
unusual activities.
What to do: For gorgeous views of the 
Timanfaya National Park, couples can take 
the Ruta de Tremseana, a free three-hour 
walk starting in the park accompanied by a 
park ranger. Braver honeymooners can also 
enjoy camel rides. The camel train leaves 
every 20 minutes close to the visitor centre 
in Mancha Blanca. The park also hosts the 
world’s only volcanic restaurant, El Diabl.
Discover underground secrets at a volcanic 
cave, Cueva de los Verdes (Green Caves), in 
the north or Lanzarote. The guided tour is 
approximately one hour.
For more spectacular sights, you can 
explore Jardín de Cactus, a disused quarry 
sunken into a volcanic landscape designed 
by Cesar Manrique, the island's most 

influential architect and designer. The 
garden features over 1,400 species of cacti.
Where to stay: Hesperia Lanzarote 
provides the perfect retreat for couples 
seeking a relaxing and soothing experience. 
Set on a hillside sloping towards the sea, 
the hotel’s whitewash exterior – and use of 
neutral colours throughout the property – 
provide the perfect setting for a tranquil 
ambiance. Hesperia offers beautiful rooms 
each with their own terrace – perfect for 
watching the sunrise. This hotel certainly 
sets the gold standard for indulgence with 
four pools to choose from, including two 
heated outdoor pools, as well as a spa 
complete with sauna, Jacuzzi, and Turkish 
bath. Indulge in a little relaxation at the spa, 
which offers an in-sport service for active 
couples, as well as romantic baths using 
aphrodisiac oils. Rooms start from £116 for 
a standard double room.
Find out more at www.nh-hotels.com 

LA PALMA – 
SENSE OF ROMANCE
The mostly densely wooded of the Canary 
Islands, La Palma invites couples to explore 
its undiscovered side and be enchanted 
by the city’s culture and vibrant personality. 
The untamed nature of the island, provides 
the perfect setting for nature-loving-
couples looking for a unique experience.
What to do: Spend a special moment 
with your loved one stargazing at Roque 
de los Muchachos, which boasts one of 
the clearest skies on the planet and is 
situated at the top of one the highest 
points in La Palma. Couples can also 
see stars by visiting the Roque de los 
Muchachos Astrophysics Observatory.
Los Tilos Forest offers a hiking couple’s 

paradise. The stunning sub-tropical jungle 
provides a serene setting filled stunning 
waterfalls and streams. Either take a two-
and-a-half-kilometre walk around the heart 
of the forest, or a shorter route to the 
refreshing springs in Marcos and Cordero.
For an enlightening insight into the 
city’s architectural heritage and culture, 
honeymooners can walk through the quaint 
cobbled streets of Santa Cruz de la Palma 
enjoying stately colonial-style houses, the 
Insular museum, and the Chico and Cico de 
Marte theatres.
Where to stay: The Teneguía Princess 
Hotel resembles a local Canarian village 
with open patios, gorgeous palm-lined 
paths and stunning banana plantations. 
The cliff location provides draw-dropping 
panoramic views of the Atlantic Ocean. 
Couples are spoilt for choice with the rooms 
offering views over the Atlantic Ocean, 
the gardens, or the spectacular pools. The 
hotel has a spacious spa complete with a 
thermal bath, saunas, Jacuzzis, and multi-
sensory showers. Treatments include the 
traditional Canarian massage including a 
unique blend of aloe vera, honey and sea 
salt or more adventurous options include 
wine and chocolate therapy. Rooms start 
from £63 for a standard double room. 
For more information, visit 
www.princess-hotels.com 

HOW TO GET TO THE 
CANARY ISLANDS

Ryanair, Monarch, Easyjet, British Airways 
all fly direct to the Canary Islands from 

UK airports, with return flights 
starting from £80.

Lanzarote and La Palma offer once-in-a-lifetime experiences for 
every kind of honeymooner

A tale of two islands
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Drive to your dream day 
in style with these 

wow-factor wedding cars

On the road to 
true love

The Flying B
With a fleet that includes a Bentley Arnage T sleek 
Mercedes S500 and Range Rover, The Flying B is 
dedicated to providing an outstanding service, matching 
dedication with experience and enhanced formal training 
so that you get the very best service.
The company’s bespoke wedding service gives you 
the freedom to choose exactly what you would like 
for your special day, from complimentary Champagne 
and decorating the car with flowers and ribbons that 
match your colour scheme to providing additional luxury 
vehicles and chauffeurs for your bridal party. The Flying B 
will work with you to plan the perfect way to arrive.
Chauffeur and co-owner Alan Heggie qualified as a 
professional security chauffeur with the British Chauffeurs Guild in 2007, after a driving career that includes full membership of the 

Institute of Advanced Motorists. Speaking about the business’ wedding packages, he says, “The Flying 
B is dedicated to providing an outstanding service, matching dedication with experience and enhanced 
formal training so that you get the very best service on what is a very special day.”
Your chauffeur will ensure that you are collected on time and arrive at your wedding, reception or hotel 
at the end of the night in good time and in comfort. Why not also ask them to drive you to the airport for 
your honeymoon and bring you back home as a fitting addition to your wedding memories? 
To enquire about bookings, contact Alan and co-owner Sharon Conway via the website, 
www.theflyingb.com 

Vintage Dreams
Vintage Dreams Wedding Cars was established 16 
years ago, and over this time has gained an excellent 
reputation for good time keeping and an immaculate 
fleet of cars. The drivers are among the best the industry 
has to offer, being either advanced drivers or ex-police 
and military.
The company’s also recommended by several top 
regional venues and other wedding suppliers, such as 
photographers because so much of a big day relies on 
punctuality for them to shoot couples and guests with 
ease, before handing over to the caterers on time.
Vintage Dreams’ cars offer the utmost comfort for a 
relaxing journey, with features including heaters and CD 
players. They also undergo a safety inspection by the 
local authority before obtaining a private hire licence as 
well, ensuring that you’ll arrive at the ceremony or 
reception happy, safely and on time.
The company has even won awards for its dedication to 
stylish service, including two Essex Wedding Awards in 
the Arrive in Style category, as well as three wins at the 
National Wedding Industry Awards.
The company has downsized to two cars recently, 
Imperials named Lilly and Milly. Each car can carry up 
to seven passengers, and wedding parties will receive 
service with a personal touch, such as having the cars 
decorated on the day in the big-day’s colour scheme. 
When couples hire both vehicles, there are two-way 
radios on board to coordinate last-minute arrangements.
To find out more about wedding hire, call 01206 212 
443 or visit www.vintagedreams.co.uk
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T: 01277 415461

THE PERFECT START TO YOUR PERFECT DAY

www.vintagedreams.co.uk
www.colchesterweddingcars.com

www.essexandsuffolkweddingcars.co.uk

VINTAGE DREAMS

Proms Weddings and Special Occasions
A Multi Award Winning Wedding Car Service

Tilly, Milly and Lilly can each carry up to seven people

Essex & Suffolk Wedding Cars

Tilly

Milly and Lilly can each carry up to seven people
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The Seychelles is a picturesque 
paradise made up of 115 individual 
islands off East Africa in the Indian 

Ocean. With so many islands to choose 
from, and over 65 beaches on the principal 
island of Mahé alone, visitors are sure to 
find their own piece of paradise for a little 
downtime in the sun and sand. No matter 
where you find yourself in Seychelles, 
expect unspoilt shores with glittering, soft 
sands, inviting waters and lush foliage to 
set the scene. Here’s a selection of the 
island group’s most idyllic spots…

ANSE SOURCE D’ARGENT, 
LA DIGUE
Even as one of the most photographed 

spots in the world, Source d’Argent is 
sure to exceed all expectations, 
thanks to its mixture of clear, shallow 
waters, pale pink sands and awe-
inspiring granite formations, which 
present stunning backdrops and views 
for visitors. The beach is protected by a 
coral reef, ensuring shallow, calm water, 
while palm trees provide natural shade 
and protection from the sun. With nearby 
restaurants, charming fruit stands and 
modern facilities to top it all off, it’s also a 
convenient destination that should be at 
the top of every beachgoer’s list. 

BEAU VALLON, MAHÉ
As Mahé’s most popular beach resort, 
both visitors and locals alike are drawn 
to the white sands and crystal clear, 
sapphires waters of Beau Vallon. Its calm 
surf and lifeguard service makes for a safe 
swimming area and with numerous hotels, 
water sports and diving centres in the area, 
there’s always something fun to do.

ANSE INTENDANCE, MAHÉ
Located just 15 kilometres from Seychelles 
International Airport, the renowned Anse 
Intendance offers a small and secluded 

oasis with green palm trees framing its 
powdery shores. Trade winds from the 

south east and a lack of a reef make it 
a top destination for surfing rather than 
swimming, but it’s also a popular beach 
with sunbathers and photographers. 

ANSE VOLBERT, PRASLIN
Also known as Côte d'Or and arguably the 
most popular beach of Praslin – the second 
largest island of the Seychelles – boasts 
a sun-soaked stretch of golden sand, 
gentle currents and a vibrant coral reef just 
offshore – excellent for a wide variety of 
water sports. 
There are also plenty of hotels, restaurants 
and shops in close proximity to the 
coastline, so visitors can rest up, indulge 
in delicious Seychellois cuisine and 
browse the local wares in between bouts 
of swimming, snorkelling, scuba diving, 
surfing, windsurfing and sailing.

THE PROMISED

A guide to The Seychelles' best beaches

BOOKING IT
Enjoy seven nights in paradise, including flights and transfers with Emirates and Etihad Airways, starting from £1,204 per person with Just 
Seychelles, a specialist tour operator offering Seychelles holidays. For more information, go to www.justseychelles.com
Seyvillas, a specialised travel agent for the Seychelles, offers tailor-made holiday packages such as an unforgettable 14-day stay in the country with 
a complete island-hopping experience and flights/transfers included from just £1,268 per person. Find out more at en.seyvillas.com/hopping/
For a luxurious holiday in Seychelles at its finest, Jasmine Holidays, a UK-based, boutique tour operator specialising in creative and imaginative 
holidays, offers seven nights’ accommodation at the Banyan Tree Mahé (full board) with return economy airfares from the UK and helicopter 
transfers from £13,795. For more information, visit www.jasmineholidays.co.uk 
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oasis with green palm trees framing its
powdery shores. Trade winds from the 
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